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FBI Arrests Student YAt Breakfast
Preparations
Draw
Near
Cafeteria , Parade
By
Enrolled Under Alias Tomorrow
MELVA VOLLERSEN
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Editorial

It’s Our Turn Now
In any propaganda war, the United
States, it seems, ranks a poor third behind
the Soviet Union and Communist China.
And when this country has the opportunity to propagandize. it does so notably
with a lack of aggressi% eness.
But next month. l’resident Eisenhower,
in the twilight of his government career,
will include parts of Asia on a nine-nation
tour sure to include those areas currently
on the communist stepping-stone-to-conquest list.
And India, whose past is British, whose
present is turmoil, and whose future is in
doubt, has been overjoyed to find that Ike

will spend four days there, conversing with
l’rime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru.
The Indian press has been jubilant over
what it termed "Eisenhower’s recognition"
of the current Chino-Indian border crisis.
Propaganda is a funny thing. And this
time, Russia and Red China must watch
from the sidelines as the President makes
his pitch.
Washington observers said this week
that the visit is an attempt to strengthen
Asia’s sagging pro-West morale, and to
bring Nehru’s hand closer to Washington.
The Asian situation is pregnant. the
President up to task. and the trip potentially a major victory for the West. P.R.W.

from other campuses

Ike-Nehru Topic: The Gay Life
Red Aggression
By JOANNE OSMAN

By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON (UPI)President Eisenhower may stress the
Asian aspects of his unprecedented nine-nation tour next month by
spending as much as four days in troubled India, it was reported yesterday. Any extended stay was certain to be greeted with joy by India,
now under threat from Communist China. The President’s bare announcement Wednesday that he planned to visit New Delhi during his
19-day trip drew glowing editorials in Indian newspapers.
In New Delhi, Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru said he hoped
to use the occasion of the President’s visit to discuss Red China’s
invasions of the Indian border. A prolonged visit by Eisenhower could
be aimed at strengthening Nehru’s hand against Peiping.
Diplomatic sources reported the President’s tentative Indian
plans as the White House issued additional details on Eisenhower’s
20,000 mile trip.

By DARLA-JEAN RODE
Exchange Editor

seeking housing near the campus. Attorney General Stanley Mosk
In the midst of the controversy complimented the campus for takover alleged discrimination against ing "a lead in fighting the housing
Stanford University students
Negro students seeking housing, discrimination."
quickly fled their campus student
union last week after hearing reports a bomb would explode in exactly 20 minutes.
According to The Stanford
Daily, college officials warned of
WilZANGe 600 -1-004Y
a ticking bomb in the union by an
( ,(0
anonymous phone caller, found a
packaged bomb the size of a shoe
(L.
under a bench.
Officials notified the Army at
San Francisco’s Presidio who labeled the "fake bomb a common blinker used by road gangs.

LITTLE MAN ON CAM PUS

*
*
*
The Daily Californian reported that high school counseling
In the Berkeley area "purposely
steers Negro pupils of university potential away from college
and into non-academic fields."
The report was published after
listening to the findings of a
Berkeley citizens committee which
recently finished a year and a half
study of interracial problems in
Berkeley schools.
Counselors justified the "onesided counseling" by assuming
that minority students’ job opportunities lie in the vocational fields,
according to the report.
The college newspaper also indicated that there is discrimination against Cal Negro students

During Asian Tour

It said Undersecretary of State Robert Murphy would delay his
retirement from government service to accompany the President. Murphy, who had planned to resign Dec. 3 to enter private business, will
serve as the ranking state department official at the President’s re-

quest..
White House Press Secretary James C. Hagerty said Murphy would
go because Secretary of State Christian A. Herter would be by preparing for and participating in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization meeting which opens in Paris Dec. 15.
The White Mouse said the President’s party also will include his
son, Maj. John Eisenhower, a White House aide, and the President’s
personal physician, Maj. Gen. Howard Snyder, among others.
Eisenhower is scheduled to arrive in India shortly before he addresses the World Agricultural Fair there on Dec. 11. This speech
could develop into a major diplomatic effort aimed at all of Asia’s
restless millions.
While in India and Karachi the President also may appeal to India
and Pakistan to make a new attempt to settle the Kashmir dispute
that has drained much needed money out of the treasuries of both
countries. In addition, he probably will confirm this country’s promise
of a big contribution to the Indus River engineering scheme, a billion
dollar solution to the Indian-Pakistan conflict over irrigation waters.
Finally, here as elsewhere, the President will use his prestige
to build goodwill for the United States. This is the announced purWitte of his trip and the President has shown particular interest in
the Asian nations.
Besides Murphy, Dr. Snyder and his son John, the President will
be accompanied by Thomas E. Stephens, his appointment secretary;
Brig. Gen. Andrew J. Goodpaster, White House staff secretary; Mrs.
Ann C. Whitman, the President’s personal secretary; D. E. Long, White
House chief of transportation; Hagerty, and confidential secretaries
to party members.
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Over in our neighbor city of
Saratoga, the beautiful Villa Montalvo will be showing their Festival of Autumn Color through Sunday. This is an annual event too
enticing to miss,
*

*

*

San Jose Humanists and/or
enthusiasts of the writings of
Voltaire, might like to hear
Hugh Robert Orr speak this
Sunday on the subject "Voltaire
Foe of Tyranny." The lecture
will be given at 3 p.m. in the
Hotel Be Anza.
*

*

role he created in New York.
Th
play ran on Broadway It
month
and is the story of the years
wte
President Franklin Roosevelt
bat
tied with polio.
Performances ar
every evening but Sunday; mati
nees Wednesdays and Saturdays.
*
*
*
Jazz

at

the

gate, than,

jazz concerts at the Gate
Play.
house on the Sausalito aster.
front, continue every Sunday sit.

ernoon and are open to the publie,
Two concerts are held each
day afternoon. --one at 1:30, oneSun.
at
3:45 and the admission is
8150
(Student body card holds..
$1.25). I.ike wow!

*

Like the Cossacks Pthe
Don Cossacks Chorus, that is.
They’re at the Opera House in
San Francisco tonight and at
the Oakland Auditorium Theatre tomorrow evening. The
group will be singing inspirational and liturgical anthems
Including Dottizettrs "Ave Maria." Tickets are at Sherman Clay Box Office.
Also at the Opera House, tomorrow night the Roberto Iglesias Ballet Espanol will be parading their brilliantly colored
costumes in Spanish dances. Tickets at Sherman-Clay.

*

"Sunrise at Campobello" is not
Hagerty said that while Herter would not be able to make all of on Broadway but right in San
the trip, he will join the President sometime before Eisenhower’s ar- Francisco at the Curran Theater,
rival in Paris Dec. 19 for the Western Summit Conference.
with Ralph Bellamy in the starring

Mhei for a
/min

-Places to go and things to do
many, many things to do this B*
Homecoming Weekend! What with
bonfire rallies, parades, games,
breakfasts and dances for Homecoming, who’s going to have any
free time??
Well, just in case you do, here’s
a few of the many interesting
things happening this weekend:
Tonight is Ella Fitzgerald night!
That’s right, the one and only
Ella is presenting an evening of
delightful music at the California
Masonic Temple in San Francisco
on California, and Taylor streets.
The concert begins at 8:30 p.m.
tickets are $2.75, $3.75 and $4.75.
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INVESTMENT

The proprietor hastens to advertise
his customers that the stability of
styling shown in this pure wool suit
assures a splendid dividend without
the investment of a large sum. It is
to the reader’s advantage to investigate this offering.
from 55.00

CURREIVT
REVIVAL

811VETTER

we feature
CO-ORDINATED
Sportswear
Separates
for women
by
glen of michigan

The gentleman’s vest has returned

to its deservedly starring role. In
the proprietor’s cast of splendid fabrics will be seen rich colors and patterns all of which merit applause for

all who wear them.
from 5.95

Offered for sale are sweaters in

please fee/ free to browse

coat styling warranted to be game

mosher’s for men
50 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
CY 2-4500
Open Thurs. Till 9

for wear in the sports arena as well
as in the privacy of the gentleman’s
dwelling. A quintet of buttons is
sighted as pleasant and well -placed
for comfort.

mosher’s for women
54

SOUTH

Mg,.

DAY EDITOR, this issue.- Robert Taylor
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PINNINGS

JUDY JONES, SJS freshman interior decorating major, surprised
her Gamma Phi Beta scrortty sisters when she announced she was
pinned to GARY HOST, junior civil engineering major from Sacramento. Kost is a member of Phi Kappa Psi fraternity at Stanford
University.
RICH CARLSON, sophomore Sigma Phi Epsilon member, gave
his pin to JUDY WHITE, Delta Delta Delta, who attends the College
of Pacific, in Stockton. The announcement was made during a rush
dance held at the Sainte Claire Hotel.
The pinning of PAT BAKER, business major, from Sherman Oaks,
and DENNY CULER, Alpha Tau Omega business administration major,
from Shady Glen, was announced Monday. Adding a humorous touch
to the serenade at the Alpha Phi house was the presentation of a decorated milking stool for Pat to stand on to bring her up to Denny’s
height.
ROGER BRINK, ATO business and industrial management major
from San Jose, gave his pin to RENADA MORSTON, Gamma Phi
Beta, education major, from San Francisco.
NEIL MINER, business and industrial management major from
San Jose. gave his Alpha Tau Omega fraternity pin to PAT MeCARTHY, assistant department manager at Macy’s, San Jose.
KAY CROXFORD, art major, from San Mateo, became pinned to
RON IA \ V. ATO business and industrial management major, from
:,:1
Santa t
Delta Sigma Phi member, became pinned to
PAL I. SI
JANET REAMS (luring a function at Brookdale Lodge recently. Miller
is a business management major from Belmont. Miss Reams, sophomore, is a secretarial major.
MARTY PYLE, Delta Gamma junior education major, from San
Francisco, was serenaded by BOB MINNEY and his Sigma Chi brothers, to announce their pinning. Minney is a senior commercial art major
from Millbrae.
ENGAGEMENTS
GUY GLEASON, ASB vice president and junior P.E. major from
Boulder Creek, recently announced his engagement to SALLY FLANAGAN, senior general elementary education major. Miss Flanagan,
from Menlo Park, is a member of Sigma Kappa sorority.
NANCY ROONEY and WALTER SEEBACK are making summer
wedding plans. Their engagement was announced at the Delta Zeta
house with passing of a decorated candle and box of chocolates. Miss
Rooney is a senior elementary education major from San Mateo; Seeback was graduated from SJS and is a civil engineer in San Francisco.
A summer wedding is being planned for BARBARA GAIDSICK
and BARRY BOLLINGER. Bollinger is a junior industrial management
major from Palo Alto, while Miss Gaidsick is teaching school in Santa
Clara.
CHRIS RICHARDS, Alpha Omicron Pi alumni, teaching at Metzler
School, blew out the candle to announce her engagement to RON
WALLACE, Theta Chi alumni, who teaches at Sartorette School.
JOAN PETTIT, junior recreation major, SJS alumni, announced
to Alpha Omicron Pi her engagement to ED AVILA, SJS graduate,
who is now attending Berkeley Baptist Divinity School.
JOAN MARIE PRESTON, revealed her engagement to RICHARD
BASILE JR. by passing the traditional candle at the Chi Omega sorority house.
Miss Preston, a junior from Redwood City, is majoring in social
work. Basile is a senior marketing major at Santa Clara University.
His home town is San Jose, and he is a member of Delta Sigma social
service fraternity. A June date is set for the wedding.

Lady Editor

;T.

Begins New
Lit Career

by gerry garden
Society

unlined

black suede.

A great Peninsula newspaper
woman ended one career to begin
another Saturday when she retired
after 41 active years in the newspaper business.
Elinor V. Cogswell joined the editorial staff of the Palo Alto Times
in August 1918. She had graduated
from Stanford UniNersity the year
before and had taught in Hawaii.
When the Times’ city editor failed to return from a binge, Miss
Cogswell was offered his job, although she had neither training
nor experience in journalism.
She succeeded to the editorship
in 1938, becoming one of the fe%
women editors of daily newspaper,
in the United States. She held that
position until 1954-18 years-when she wanted freedom from
administrative duties to devote
more time to editorial writing for
three Peninsula newspapers. ,
Because of her active interest
and wise advice concerning community life, grateful citizens named Cogswell Plaza in downtown
Palo Alto after her.
She decided to retire in order
t? write short stories. "This is
what I planned to do when I finished college," she explained. ’It
seems to me 41 years is long
enough to wait to start *one’s career."

In some sororities and living
groups a pink carnation, or other
traditional flower, indicating a
pinning, engagement or wedding,
is placed in a prominent position
in the house earlier in the day to
inform residents an announcement is to be made that night.
Pinning announcements are usually made by passing a decorated
candle around the dinner table or
in a friendship circle. The pinned
woman blows it out when it
reaches her.
Poems, including numerous
clues, are often read at various
gatherings to tell of pinnings
and engageemnts.

A Treasure Trove is used at
some houses to announce engagements, The Treasure Trove is a
series of boxes, decreasing in size,
which are wrapped and placed inside of each larger box. The innermost, the sm-illest. box includes

R. 8. V.,

SEW WHAT?Marlene Van Horne, 18.year-old sophomore,
beams over the suit (and other clothes) that won her the top place
in Singer’s "young stylemaker" contest in the Far West. She went
to New York last Sunday and took second place in the national
phase of the contest. That sewing machine on the floor was part
of her contest loot.

A decided switch from
tlit,
cards and candles used to an,
flounce a SJS coed’s town,.
ment is the trumpet blown
al
midnight by residents of ti.
Catholki Women’s Center.
In "wake-the-town" tradition,
the engaged girl’s roommate, or
anyone who knows how to play
the trumpet, makes a tour of
the
house at midnight.
She lea& curic,ti,
about
the house, trying to throw them
off the track of the engaged gin’s
mom.
The residents artive at the
proper room to find it &eclat,’
with pictures of the eng,Ig11 e.
ple, as well as streamer., heart5
and flowers. While the engaged
girl displays her ring, her room.
mate passes candy.

For a girl who claims she finished just a half hour before the
deadline. Marlene’s mother.
can’t sew, Marlene Van contest
Mrs. Wilma Van Horne, told h..,
.
l
l
e
.
Horne has done pretty w
’You’re doing such a horrible
Last week she competed in you’ll probably win that trip
’the national finals of the New York."
The %tinning suit is :in olive
’ Singer Company’s "young

Scott Turner

YOUR EYESMary Masophomore nursing major,
quite a stir. Rickard Hack
Gary Clemens and Larry
Swanson, all with different viewpoints, are focusing their pupils on
the same delightful dish.
What are they looking for? See
story, page B6: "Girl’s Most Prized
Asset."
FEAST
loney,
causes
(front),

No Flicks Tonight

Stylemaker" contest in New York.
Sunday, the 18-year-old SJS sophomore and her mother, took a
jet from San Francisco to Now
York to compete with the other
five finalists. She won second prize.
As the winner of the Far West
regional contest, Marlene has
won a sewing machine and $800,
which she will use to study in
Germany this summer. She also
non a photo album and sewing
box.
Marlene claims she doesn’t sew
.ery well because she doesn’t always have the patience to rip
things out,
The suit used in the contest was

green three-piece wool and mohair. It took her all summer to
make the suit, but she thinks a
blue suit which she made last
summer is of finer workmanship. 1
Marlene also is a very busy girl,
taking 15’2 units and working evenings setting up and delivering
trays at San Jose Hospital. She
plans to go into a career in foreign service. Her savings will go
towards buying more material.
Sewing has been part of her life
for many years. When she was nine
years old and stayed with her
grandmother, "there wasn’t any thing to do so she suggested I

Adult Habits
Guide Child

In the seventh grade the sew13niga r lpernoejede tido tsov emreen’ctx ternaousgelli, so

FUNDAMENTALLY ...

Versatile -casual or dress r
they ate r.Handsome
rich, deep tones.
highlighted by
teeured weaves.

Economical
more miles per gallo,,
all that rot you know ..

from $29.50

for the teacher.
A few years ago the social s,
ence major decided to take sees I:
lessons Iv "the professional tool
Telt.% i-ion will not replace She entered her first sewing c.
or impair children’s reading. test: she won locally.
Since she has been sewing
said a veteran editor of dill- half
her life, it is evident she likes
"T:oditionally Yours"
dren’s books.
it. The trouble that she had with
’If adults read. the chil- the green suit in the few hours
82 SOUTH FIRST STREET
dren will read.’ said Mrs. before the contest deadline certain aid welcome dividends.
%mils Duff. associate editor
of children’s books at Viking PresLEAVE YOUR CAR BEFORE CLASS 111111.11.111.1.
and author of two books on family
IT’LL BE READY V/HEN YOU ARC!
reading.
_
Mrs. Duff told UPI that parent,
set the habits of children in theii
readings as well as in their manners. The library and publishinw
figures show that there are mote.
children’s books in circulation now
than ever before. She doubts that
the classics such as "Alice in WonZINC COATED/
derland" and "Tom Sawyer" are as
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... In the 1959 Homecoming
Festivities, San Remo’s
Wishes to thank you for
Your patronage in the
past 9 great years . . .
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NEW 1960 STYLE!

In remembrance of the days
in San Remo’s famous
"Blue Grotto Cave,,
We will have again the
5c "juke box" just for this
Friday and Saturday.
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cret is to pass a bride doll uith
the ring attached. The owner puts
the ring on her finger.

SJS Sophomore Sews
To Second Place in Finals

Due to the bonfire and other
Homecoming activities. no Friday
Flicks will be shown tonight.
On Nov. 20 "The Quiet Man" widely read today as they were in
r Ober generitirrn,
will he shown.

Leed’s Shoe Store

Editor

the engagement ring VS illsthe
Passing ilie candle, choco- woman’s
name attached,
lates, and flowers are not the Chocolates almost always
se,
anto
used
only inetlmds
company engagement announce.
nounce pinnings and engage- merits.
Another way to disclose the
ments.
se.

By PHYLLIS MACKALL

Bright touch of
fringe for a flat!
Here’s a gay dress-up
trim for your favorite shell
shoe! Slim strips fan out
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ing secretary; Jeannie Frednian, I Suggs Jolly,
athletic. chairman;
hvppa Alpha Theta smirorli) v% 0corresponding secretary; and Cur- Mike Layne,
social chairman:
men worked together on the
1 key Meserve,
activities chairman.
Hill Bowles, song leader; Dave . flout projert.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Loomis, sergeant -at ftrom, and
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The lathes of Kappa Alpha
John Hopkins, parliamentarian.
The brothe..s ssi Sigma Phi EpsiTheta and the Sigma Chl men
The Sigma Chi men and the lon recently held a haunted house
hate worked together on their
11101111COIMIng flout. Tricia Enfield,
KAT, is Homecoming
Queen attendant.
Lynn Rucker and Karen Flippen have been chosen as candidates for Phi Sigma Kappa
Moonlight Girl.
KAPPA DELTA
KB actives were surprised Saturday morning to find Halloween
decorations on their doors and
desks, which had appeared "mysteriously" earlier in the morning.
Pledges recently elected officers. They are Enid Masters, president; Patty McCormick, vice president; Pauline Lymgeris, secretary;
Judy Harrison, treasurer; and Deanna Plumlee, junior Panhellenic
representative.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
New pledge officers for the
KKG’s are Joan Lucking, president; Pat Johnson, vice president; Betsy Orban. secretary;
Pat Kelly, treasurer; Carol Skapik, activities; Ann Gannon,
scholarship; Vicki Greenlee, soCial ; Linda Bender, mush.; sherd
Evans, historian; and Margie
Hopfer, Panhellenic representative.
PHI MU
Monday the Phi Mu ladies were
"invited" to serenade the Sigma
Nn’s to reclaim their greek letters.
A coffee hour at the fraternity
house followed.
Tuesday the Sigma Alpha Epsilon men met at the Phi Mu house
for a short coffee hour before
working on their float.

Alpha
Recently
sorority are Barbara
Omega
chi
Gimm, Judy Nelson.
Walden. Mina
Ann Border and
Landers,
Libby
Bunsen.
sandy
scholarship went to
Honors for
Barbara Walden reNelson;
Judy
activities award.
ceived an
sew pledge officers are Barbara
Gail GillenwatFelipPi, president; Marsha McDowpresident;
er, vice
Panhellenic representaell, junior
Snow, social chairman;
Sue
ti%e:
song chairman.
Judy Stoner,
Masquerade Ball
The MI1111111
Favorite
lw held tonight.
Chi will tw anAlpha
of
tiny
Contendnounced at this event.
title are Ron Ginn,
ers for the
Dick Christof0.11011Y TIMMS,
and Steve Havis.
Ini. Pave Jordan
New pledges are DeeDee BecerPenny Remis, Marilyn Burrows,
Joan Kellogg,
ers, CeAnn Fairless,
Mary Ann Bowen, Judy
Jan Callen,
Barbara
Moore, Elaine Moore,
Copeland.
Landers
Pat Clark and Libby
Girl contestants.
are Moonlight
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Gail Netibrand and Sally Engby the Alpha
hnd were selected
Omicron Pi ladies to vie for the
Moontitle of Phi Sigma Kappa
light Girl.
pledge officers for this term are
Gail Netibrand, president; Nancy
Jones, vice president; Coleen Tresaden, secretary; Sherril Lerma
treasurer: Jean Davis, charm and
courtesy; Mary Kay Payne, standards; Sally England, activities;
" rie Ciancoli, social chairman;
.,.on Corea, junior Panhellenic
representative: Nancy Jorgensen,
song chairman; and Sigrid Sorensen, scholarship chairman.
ALPHA PHI
FRATERNITIES
Alpha Phi %VHS hostess to Theta
xi fraternity Monday night for a ALPHA TAU- OMEGA
The brothers’ candidate, Marcia
abort coffee hour. The two house;
worked together on the Homecom- Day, was chosen to reign over tomorrow’s HAmecoming activities.
ing float.
Brothers will entertain their
Six new initiates are Jill Reichard, Joan Bagley, Carolyn Carson, dates and alumnae at a buffet dinMaryleela Rao, Marilyn Markley ner, after the game, and an afterand Merle Osborn. Miss Osborn game dance.
The ATO men recently had an
was chosen .iiitstanding pledge.
CATHOLIC’ VOMEN’S CENTER exchange with the ladies of Kappa
The (VC women are planning Alpha Theta at the fraternity
an exchange to be held next Fri- house.
day with the men at Stern Hall. DELTA SIGMA PHI
Dave Jordan, DSP candidate for
Stanford. Dancing will be featured.
Alpha Chi Favorite Guy, is selectCHI OMEGA
Chi Oine:za pk.dge class elected ed as one of the finalists.
officers. Leading the group are Sue
The fraternity has sent letters
Alfonson. president; Arlene Jung, to sorority houses requesting cansecretary; ,1,!dy Krell, treasurer; didates for their Carnation Ball
Gordon. sergeant -at -arms: , Queen contest, to be held in the
,r Hammond. social chairman: near future. Nominees will be feted
Mary ,\ nn Fudge, junior Pan- at a dinner event at the DSP
hellenic representative.
house.
Scholarship bracelets were DELTA UPSILON
awarded to Claire Sheshro,
New initiates into Delta Uppledge uith the highest grade
silon fraternity are Jim Riess,
point; Carol Cochran, pledge
Alphonso Harris. Durwood Tell,
olth the most improved grade
Bob Stone, Steve Stile, Jim Edpint; Naas.% English, active
wards, Gary Gallenge, Bill Richolth the highest grade point.
ards, George Meadows, Daryl
Paola Bresehini and Nancy CaldUecker and Norm Rostock.
%sell 11‘1.0.1% ii %t anis for having
Formal dedication of Delta Upthe most Improved grade points
silon’s new house will he held.
In the sulks...Sass.
Sunday for members and alumChi Onle...:ss fall pledge dance will ni. Last u eekend loyal DE’s
be tonight, at the Villa Hotel, in were entertained at a dinner parSan Mateo.
ty held at the Stanford chapter.
"Senior Sneak" was taken by all LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
seniors of tlus sorority last Monday
The Lambda Chi Alpha men and
night. shen they took food and ’ the Chi Omega women combined
hashers and on (lit to the home of efforts for construction of their
Irene lV loo ors h in Gilroy.
Homecoming float.
NITA ZI.T
Officers for this semester are
Sunda the Delft% Zeta alum- Arthur Ryan. president; Fred Sinna,’ and 1.1,
will hold open clair. vice president; Larry Peck,
houus in Ilse afternoon from I secretary; and John Savage, treato 6 p.m. tlendance is by invi- surer.
tation salt. Mond;, night. Theta
011ie Crowell is Lambda Chi’s
XI fraternit% inn serenaded the entry In the Alpha Chi Favorite
vorsiritt.
Guy contest.
GANN% PIO itETA
PI KAPPA ALPHA
0-111 vvas given the
The Pi Kappa Alpha brothers
Lad% ol
M, ,on award for bring held their annual Pumpkin Push
sashimi’s
sJiesIge of her initiation exchange with Delta Gamma sorel"’
,phy for the highest ority last week. Jack -o-lanterns
pei
were delivered to all the Greek
’’,. Theta Chi Dream houses on campus.
Sue MacGregor,
The Mothers Club held their an-.
Minh!,
,WI’t1 and Annamay ntial rummage sale last week. ProBlake ; ,nwe Corda is running for ceeds will he used for house imSigma (111 S11 relheart Girl.
provement s.
Neu!y elected pledge officers SIGMA CHI
Buol.at a Waggoner, president:
Officers for the pledge slaw.
Janet 0mo:intifl0.
vice president are Bill Campbell. president; Rill
and mewl ehairman; Ilitsy Barley. Illaiwk, site president; Walt
treamtrer.
.lily Dellanini, record- Vitnee, secrete’. y-troasurer:
--

Aspirin, Salt Water Bad For Flowers;
Beauty Care’ Easy, Takes little Effort
in or salt in the water with rot flouers? Neither
say a couple of professional florists. Mr. and
...ion, of New York.
The Grupo: ad% ise to unpack flowers the minute they arrive, but
Pl’alee them into a vase of cold water. Instead, put them in a
bucket of "liter
around 110 degrees Farenhelt. This is known as "haraellinR." It makes blooms
fresh, crisp, and dewey.
Before putting the flowers in a vase, stems should be re -opened
too atllow
h
them to drink freely. Make a slanting cut across the bottoms
stems %%Ph
sharp knife. Cutting Is1th seissors pinches and
darnaget,
’

’0
ens

’

Elqwers require fresh water. Sterns should be re-cut daily.
,,,n, ,ral,:,Icet
n arrangementsw
away from heat or drafts. If you can. move
nail place overnight.

party at a I,....,te home in the Saratoga area.
In celebration of
Founders’ Day, Nov. 1, 1909, at
Richmond College, Richmond, Va.,
the San Jose chapter held an alumni buffet luncheon recently.

THETA XI
The Theta Xi’s celebrated the
great pumpkin day with a party
at the house. /Eghlight of the pas,
ty was the selection of the hest
love miinsuo
cost umed couple.

you’ve got it pretty soft...
if

we

do say so ourselves, for all this plush is yours, almost-for-the-asking,

in a collection of midnight velveteens in the jm sport shops. the braid-bound jacket, 10 to 16,
the, rapier skirt and tapered

pants, each 8 to 16,

Valley Fair Shopping Center.

14.95 and the dress shirt,

open Fri3ny 9:20 to 9:30

from

19.95.

a collection in pure

JOSEPH MAGNIN

and Anne Neal took first place.
SIGMA P1
Saturday the Sigma Pi’s at SJS
met with their brother chapter at
’ Cal for a pledge dance held at the
Hearst Estates in Berkeley

Friday, November 8,

RT 1.:flttl

Homecoming Q ueen May Try Modeling
By MELVA VOLLERSEN
The

Nonni-nailing

contest had a

beauty

happier ending

for Queen Nlarcia Day
beauty ti iii
-.muffler.

than

lier first

Nlarria

represented

last
San

Jose in the California finals
the Miss Universe contest at
Burbank. The green-eyed beauty
came down with the flu on the
,lay of the judging.
Before being crowned llomecorn,
lag Queen at the Coronation Ball

an experiment. "Ice,
art and wanted to
never had a chance
to in high school," she explained.
The brown-haired coed also is
working toward getting a seconduty teaching credential and would
like to teach art "someday."

Friday night, she recalled, ’1 was Jose State as
just sure it was going to be some- always liked
one else."
try it, but I
Queen Marotta was one of 10
candidates elected by student
votes. She then was selected to
reign over Homecoming activities by three judges at a fashion show last week.
The sophomore art major never
has modeled professionally but has
considered a modeling career along
with commercial at I df;er she graduates.
Marcia enrolled In art at San

Kathy was miss Pale Alto of
1959. Theta Chi Dreant Girl finunlist In 1959, and Theta XI Blossom Time Queen attendant. Her
hobbles are modeling, dancing
and painting.
Another attendant, Tricia Enfield, sophomore elementary educethin major, was sponsored by Delta
Upsilon fraternity. Tricia, a memher of Kappa Alpha Theta tiorority, has brown hair and hazel eyes.
i let’ hobbies include swimming,
snow and water skiing. She is from
Beach.
Lig \i

Gamma

sorority sisters. The
brown-haired and brown
-eyed jun.
’or is from Sun Mateo.
Sue has been active in
college
theater productions and
lier
bies are sewing anti creative
are.
matics. She was AWS big
-little
ter chairman and ii It usltnuo. sis.
con?
counselor.
Blonde, blue-eyed Linda
Janney
was sponsored by Phi Sigma
Kappa
fraternity. She is a sophomore
p,
Mical science major with
mph&
slit on international relations,
An alternate song -girl anti
men),
bet’ of Spartan Spurs, Linda
is
from San Carlos. Her hobbies
are
reading and sports.

She likes Italian and MeNican
food but admits she doesn’t know
how to cook. "But I think I could
ienrn," she added.
,
Her ideal male is a combination ,
athletic"
and
of the "intelligent
type. "I haven’t found the right ,
one," she sighed.
a speech and drama
i
‘Sue Evers,
The graceful five-foot seven I
sponsored by her Delta
was
major’
situ
has
beauty
and one-half inch
died ballet and modern dance. Ilor I -hobbies include skiing, going to
football games and listening to
jazz.
She is from Mt. Shasta and has
one sister, Barbara, a freshman
at SJS.
Marcia decided to Nome to Ran
Jose State after a high school
tour of the campus during her
senior 3.ear. "I think the school
Is outstandingly friendly," she
saki. "I haven’t met anyone here
I don’t like."
A member of Alpha Phi sorority, she was a Lyke model in her
freshman year and has been a
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi attendant. She was sponsored in the
Homecoming contest by Alpha Tait
Omega.
Downtown San Jose
Queen Marcia and her four at66 S. First St.CY 3-0616
tendants will attend the bonfire
Valley Fair
Willow Glen
pep rally tonight and will ride in
1084 Lincoln Ave CY 4-2610 56 Valley FairCY 8-4500
antique cars in the Homecoming
Parade tomorrow, beginning at 5

/

Adams

FT FOR A QUEENEven a queen has to work, at least that’s the
experience of Marcia Day who is seen working on the Alpha Phi
float. The lovely sophomore coed will trade her sport clothes for
more formal attire tomorrow as she reigns over the Homecoming

Welcome Alumni

One attendant, Kathy Eggiman,
was sponsored by Gamma Phi Beta
sorority. She is a sophomore commercial art major from Redwood
City, with brown hair and bite -

authentic German fccd in a

Featuring

truly Bavarian atmosphere.

B

CY

in lett years.

INHERIT THE WIND
(Based on the Scopes ’Monkey Trial’)

Opens ... November 13
Box

Office

.,les of Thailand presented by
arren Faux, associate professor
..1 art, will highlight the first
luncheon meeting of the Women’,
Faculty Club Monday, from 11..1
.i.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in Cafeteri,.
Room A.
The
slides must he .,shown
promptly at 11:45 a.m, because of
Mr. Faus’ limited time. Those who
have 11:30 classes can come at
12:30 for the remainder of the
neet ing.

Slirritty play

..7ite

Open from 1-5 p.m. daily

Other Performances

Admission ... $1.00

Nov.

14, 18

through 21

(SJS Students 50 cent...)
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Photographer
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presents ...
TORE

All women faculty members are
invited to attend.

AWS Breakfast
Attenders Named

The Department of Journalism
and Advertising came out on top
as the department with the highest attendance at the AWS Faculty Men’s Breakfast, according to
chairman Merle Osborn. The department was represented by 63
per cent of its staff.
Secondary Education was second
with a representation of 59 per
cent; Civil Engineering, third with
The Occuptit ,r,,i1 Therapy Club
55 per cent: and Political Science
cake and candy sale starts Mon and Public Administration, fourth,
(lay and continues through the
with 53 per cent.
day in front of the Library.
Part of the funds from the sale
will be used to aid OT majors who
must complete a nine-month cliEl Circulo Castellano will sponnical training period at the various i
sor a dance tonight in the Stuhospitals in the area after theyH
dent Union from 8:30 to 12.
The dance is to welcome Dr.
Gines Maiques, instructor in Spanish, who originally comes from
A Homecoming social will be Valencia. Spain.
held in the Student Union after
Music will be provided by rec, the SJS-Wyoming game Saturday ords. The dance is open to all stuI by the Collegiate Christian Fel- dents, according to Ron Fletcher,
lowship.
publicity chairman.
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The CORNEL WILDE

To San Jose St.lte
Students and
Alumni

browser.

(with fine nctu fccLlui’cs fur jail!)

0.1. Club to Sell
’Goodies’ Monday

the one -and-only original
Browser the fained

casual

jacket-coat-Classic by
Sunset House, in flattering

Club Plans Dance

Sydney LaVine design ...

now, with built-in flexible
stays to mold and hold its

Social Planned

flared new continental collar

In any position ...with four
deep-furrowed slash pockets
and full lining. In Crompton’s

A

colossal countrytorduroy
the only permanent lustre
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THE GAME -

cord, the only Everglaze

Join the Fun Fest
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water-repellent cord!
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$27"

HAMBONES
FOR DIME
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BACKROOM BOYS

COLORS

Fantabulous Pizza
(formula smuggled in
From Italy during the
Pizza Rebellion.)

WHITE, CASHMERE, PECAN CHARCOAL
CARDINAL RED, AND IVY GREEN
Close-up of tits exclusive Bros ,r 1,erla

"Well, that’s over
Guess
head for
Handione’s . . . Everyone else

Open Mondays and Thursdays Until 9 p.m.
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PARK FREE
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
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Professor To Show Thailand Slides
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PORTRAIT OF AN ARTISTThe prettiest picture
could paint couldn’t outshine this Homecoming Queen’s loveliness. Here, the Spartan art major demonstrates her skill with a
brush. She said she still has hopes of being a model though.
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Floats Built With Flowers and Frenzy
By JERRY NACHMAN

Thirty-one hours from
now the last splash of paint
will get slapped over at spot
of naked wood, the final
CAROLE WARREN
spend crepe paper rose will get
students
do
by
vs
toiling over poked into a gaping place in
endless hours
of getting a the chicken wire, somebody
instead
books
five will drop his hand- and the 1959
-comfortable" nine to Homecoming floats will roll out of
income?
a deserted Salvation Army depot
job with a steady
Ally do busy homemakers on North Market street, headed
and chil- down to St. John street.
Jest’ their ahouse
extra classes?
But that is a full 31 hours
dren to catchfor few
knowledge is the

away. For the honeycomb of fraThe quest
Spartans have for ternity and sorority bees humming
reason many
continuing school.
reaStudents asked about their
attending college create
sons for
answers as an
as many different
encyclopedia. Most students interthese questions
viewed reacted to
opportunities that
by citing job
gained by first havonly could be
ing a college degree.
Typical of both graduates and
undergraduateA is a statement by
from Arcadia,
Clark Mires, senior
came to colwho commented, "I
job
lege to plan for a job . . . a
that I’ll like to do."
Other such views emphasized
a college
the fact that without
education, "I could get a medimire job. But by coming here, I
can choose exactly the career I
loud, study it, and work at it,.
building a good solid foundation
for the future."
An echoing sentiment was,
"Then there’s always the possibility of teaching. That little credential comes in mighty handy sometimes.’
"You become more independent
when in college than when you’re
1,.ing with your parents," stated
..1Granzow, freshman from RedK1 City.
Another view was that Spartans establish "a wider backround in human relations, aie,,nling to Kay Dawson, another

about their floats, 31 hours is just
this side of eternity.
For the past three nights in
the mum strand
arehouse
on North Market where the
floats are being built, the activity has been furious.
As anyone who’s ever worked
on a float can tell you, there’s
more to the construction than
hammer and nails, squashed
thumbs and sweat.
That’s only the half of it . . .
BEHIND THE SCENES
As you enter the dim -lit garage,
it seems as if there is a party in
progress: small radios are turned
on. laughter, a girl’s shrill yelp-

-Bb Ci,;
FROM JEEP TO PLANEJust a few short hours ago the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon float was all wire and paper mache. Tomorrow,
with the aid of SAE brothers like (I. to 11 Mandy Sullivan, Gary
Gates, Tom Lovejoy, Abe Garcia and Jay Verhaag, the jeep will
become a plane as "Spardi Goes Western" (Western Airlines,
that is).
the music from he radios is
-.withered under the music of the
11;,mmering and yammering.
There are small half-circles of
More College Men Wear
people in sweatshirts seated on
the damp floor twisting the thou-ands of crepe paper flowers; this
predominantly the women’s
ssork.
eid
Some are standing In twos
and threes, talking and giving
SHIRTS
opinions on how to do the job
hest; this is the man’s job. Experts on carpentry spring up
like daisies.
GET YOURS FROM
People stand yelling for someone to hold down this thingamabob while Jack, here, bangs it
into place.
MEN’S WEAR
And there are the loafers, standing around outside carping on hms
E8 So. Second St.
Son Jose
things are being run and passing
he time.
Open Thurs. till 9 p.m.
That is the scene. And somehow,
Free Parking across St.. lyric Parking.
through all the half-work, half:day, the job gets done, the floats
built, the thingamabob holds
gether . . .
HORSEPLAY PART OF JOB
Horseplay is right in the spirit
float -building. Without horse ay nothing would ever get done.
Who can resist stuffing a chubby
,,-1 in a cardboard box and hoistup on a truck hood?
--oarbody has to wear a weld. r’s helmet and parka. And the
ellow who does the Jayne
Nfamdleld ins Ito t ion with two
cc ads of crepe paper? Ile’s there,
Ito,
The girls scream, the boys
joke In corners, the opportunists
make coffee -dates and points
and the work goes on .
Most exhausting chore is the
-ridless twisting of paper roses
’hat has to get done. So the girls,
.aled cross-legged in picnic -size
1.cups against the walls, discuss.
the news of the hour like
’ .yptian wives washing their
.111,, ;it fru, river, twist the

-:\ eral married students with
:lies ascertained that a college
-ation helps parents to bring
family with a more certain
, of life’s pitfalls, problems, and
Inanities.
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flowers. Twist, tw, t. twist--put a ’ are on their way to the parade
wire stem around the paper rose route.
and start another one. Twist,
In the past, float construction
twist, twist . .
had gotten Sc, out of hand that
Accepted costume for float- the Student if ’MIMIi had to
building is in generalthe most limit the money spent on each
casual outfit you can throw to- Gout.
gether. Specifically, though, sweat:
shirts with the house name is the
predominant dress.

It also had been a tradition to
work the last few days around the
clock, but the Homecoming Committee has set hours from 8 a.m.
until 11 p.m.
Most floats are motor-powered,
though Oliver said some will be!

LITTLE MAN, BIG JOB
The man in charge of seeing
that the floats DO get built is a
turnip-sized Alpha Tau Omega
named Bill Moore. In natty Ivy
League suit, Moore led the three
judges through the preliminary
judging Wednesday night with the
air of a general who knew the
confusion was well under control.
The judges, who didn’t know
quite what to make of all the
bustle, followed Moore confidently over sheets of chicken wire,
boards and sorority girlstwisting, twisting, twisting .
.
Moore’s first lieutenant is tall,
red-haired Reg Oliver, who explained the set-up. Oliver is publicity chairman for the whole
Homecoming shebang.
"There will be 50 entries in the
parade itself," Oliver explained,
"and for’ the first time all the
combined Greek groups plus two
independents are using this one
garage to do their building."
FLOAT PINNINGS
Dual entries are: Chi OmegaLambda Chi Alpha; Kappa PhiWesley Foundation; Alpha Tau
Omega-Gamma Phi Beta; Delta
Upsilon - Kappa Delta; Alpha
Omega Pi -Sigma Nu; Kappa Alpha Theta -Sigma Chi; Delta Gamma -Theta Xi; Sigma Alpha Epsilon-Phi Mu; Pi Kappa Alpha -Sigma Kappa; Kappa Kappa GammaPhi Sigma Kappa; the two independent groups working on their
floats at the warehouse are International Women’s Housing Council
and Spartan Oriocci.
All of themtwisting, twisting,
twisting . .
Price limit on floats is set at
$250, divided between the .two
houses, and all donated supplies
must be deducted from the $250,
Oliver said.
A quick spot-check of the .price
breakdown indicated the average
cost for crepe paper alone totaled
$75, according to one house’s figures. Chicken wire---at 25 feet,
six feet high--is $6. It covered the
floor like moss.
SIZE LIMITATIONS GIVEN
"No floats can be over 26 feet,
9 inches long," Oliver explained.
The width is restricted to 8 feet,
9 inches and the height to I()
feet, he added.
Zero hour for all floats to be
completed is officially set at 8
p.m. tonight, though Oliver confided that many campus groups
add a last -second rose and a final
dash of paint even as the floats

Bob Christman
TOM DOOLEY7No, it’s a Wyoming Cowpoke who’s going to
find he’s due for a "hanging" tomorrow at 5 p.m. in the Homecoming Parade. Theta Xi brothers Ron Ortega, Scott Kennedy,
Bill Blake and Bob Morgan (back row), and Geary Wood, Chef
Roberts and Dean Beyer (front row) are shown working art their
float for the big day.

Your eye3 can only be a3 good a3 your glai3e3
. . . Ion? toot /or

On 4th

Across from Library

SALES
75 South

RENTALS
2nd Street

CY4-2322
Alto. SOP, fronctstet
0.0 Ind and lintltnloy

Al,, Colo

CHEAP

hargaini

riD

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
OPTOMETRIST
Complete eye examinations and optical service. Latest styled glasses and contact lenses
fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED EASIEST CREDIT TERMS EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
Mention this ad ... when visiting any of the Dr. Haskell Offices

Located

3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND SAN FERNANDO)
also-199 S. First St. (Corner of 1st and San Antonio
Call CY 7-1880

LIKE WE LOVE THE SPARTANS
cokS LOVE Sife44
9

.\t
PARKING
STUDENT RATES
OVER 25 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN THE
SERVICE STATION
BUSINESS

S.J.S. HAS A FABULOUS PASSING ATTACK
BUT NO ONE CAN BEAT OUR

TOUCHDOWN SPECIALS
Engine Tune -Up
Complete Brake Repair
Lubrication
Starter, Generator Work

You Get These Free Service Checks
With Every SHELLUBRICATION
1.
2.
3.
4.

BRAKES
STEERING
LIGHTS
SHOCKS

sgEDOKI

Roberts Books

using old -fashion push -power to
viiide them. This year’s floats will
include a jeep, stage coach wagon
wheels, and one tractor carrying
all that color.
After the type of conveyance
has been securedborrowing is
the most popular methoda wooden frame is built the bones of
the final float.
HOW FLOATS ARE MADE
Next, chicken wire is wrapped
around the entire area, skin -fashion, stapled into place, and all
the odds and ends nailed.
After the chicken wire Is
down, the cone shaped crepe paper flowersthousands of them
with their wire it em s--are stuck through the holes in
the chicken wire and fastened
on the other side, giving the
surface the familiar floral effect.
DETAILS FOR REALITY
Often intricate planning in designing the float creates tough
construction problems for amateur
ca,penters; so, most floats are
kept simple in design but have
elaborate detail work.
What may be lacking in engineering Is made up for in the
original conception and carried
through by ingenuity in creating
an overall effect.
Though each spectator will
probably only see each float for
five minutes, hours are spent on
each detail.
Some groups began planning
their float during the second week
of the semester and most houses
have been spending the last three
weeks in fairly concentrated effort.
However, 90 per cent of the ener(I
gy has been poured out these last
two or three days and nights, with
activity multiplying like paper
roses as tonight’s deadline creeps
se’!’.

YAGER & SILVA SHELL SERVICE
98 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

Opposite Student Union Building

PHONE CYpress 5 8969

5.
6.
7.
8.

TIRES
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL
FAN BELT

9. BATTERY
i0. CRANKCASE
11, RADIATOR

PIP"
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Department News

November 8, 11119

Canterbury r Job Interviews
Talk Sunday

OCCUPATIONAL THEKAPV
Mrs. Eleanor Maim, acting head
of the Occupational Therapy De,
partment recently spoke at a Palo
Alto one-day institute sponsored
by the State Department of Public Health and the Peninsula Nursing Home Assn.
Mrs. Mann participated on a
panel which discussed "Helping
the Aged -Who Does What."

MONDAY
Sears. Roebuck and Co., Los Angeles,
graduating seniors, business and social
science.
"Personal and Corporate Prayer"
Arthur Andersen & Co., San Francisco,
will be the topic of discussion for. graduating seniors, accounting.
the Canterbury Assn. meeting TUESDAY
Sunday at 7 p.m., Christian CenUnited Aircraft, Gardena. graduating
ter, Fifth and San Fernando Sts. seniors. engineering.
Mrs. Robert N. Rodenmayer.
professor of Christian education
and supervisor of field work at St.
Margaret’s House, Berkeley, will
lead the discussion.
The meeting will begin with
supper at 6 p.m.

ALL STRAY

Delta Delta Delta’s
Please Contact
FR 8-2891
Ann How,-11

C P &
SERVICE STATION
R.erniurn Gas and Oil at Lowest
of Prices!
Say through our Membership!
13th & Julian
Open 24 hrs

CYCLES
PAULS
For the clod-rim:late rye/est...
England’s 3.speed Raleigh and
jUlll111 8 & 10 speed touring and
racing bicycle.

1435 The Alameda

CY3-9766

Sahara Oil Co.

THURSDAY
Mother’s Cake & Cookie Co., Oakland,
graduating seniors, tales.
Philips Petroleum Co., Idaho Falls,
Idaho, graduates and graduating seniors,
electrical, mechanical, chemical and mot.
allurgical engineering and physics.
Columbia-Geneve Stool Division, San
Francisco, graduating seniors, production,
sales and accounting.

"A Pagan Sermon" will be the
’,Tic of discussion Sunday by the
Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m., 205
I:. Santa Clara St.
The talk will be a tape recording by Dr. C. Wright Mills, professor of sociology at Columbia
University, of a chapter from his
book, "The Causes of World War
Three."

Open at 4 p.m.

with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA

Pizza

BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT

395 Almaden Ave.
CY 7.9908
Near the ClvIC Auditorium

SECOND & WILLIAM

Modente Am, Co.
t-NTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.
pride in our
profession and welcome

We take

Dan 84uar

TROPHIES AND MOREThese shiny trophies will be
to the winning floats and marching units in tomorrow’s
Homecoming parade. The sweepstakes winner in the float division
will receive a perpetual trophy. Other trophies are presented new each
year. The downtown merchants are offering three trophies to the
high school bands competing in tomorrow’s parade.

Spa rtaguide

department

Prescriptions
Fist

Aid Items

Drugs, Sundries
OPEN

UNTIL

SECOND AND SANTA

MIDNIGHT

CLARA

CY 3-7500

Profs, Students
Form Photo Club

LIBRARIANSHIP
Leslie H. Janke, head of the
Department of Librarianship, recently attended the executive
board meeting of the School Library Association of California in
Sacramento.
Mr. Janke is currently vice
president of the Northern Section
of the California School Librarians’
organization

TODAY
NURSING
Students and faculty members
El Circulo Castellano, meeting and
Miss Carol Keefe, assistant proStudent
Union;
Dr.
p.m.
830
dance.
interested in the formation of a fessor of nursing, recently served
Sines Maiques guest of bon,.
camera club are asked to meet on the National League for NursSoph-Frosh Miser Committee, meeting
report.. with the Photography Department ing accreditation committee.
!
t.
3:30 p.m
Purpose of the committee was
TOMORROW
staff Monday night at 7:30 p.m.
to evaluate the public health nursSpartan V. Homecoming breakfast, 8 in S3, according to Willard Card,
ing program of the University of
-.steter;a.
photography instructor.
Seattle.
SUNDAY
The photographic interests of
Canterbury Assn., meeting 6 p.m the group will determine the naENGLISH
Chr an Ger.,’ F;fth and San Fer
ture of the club or clubs which
Dr. Albert Rosenberg, assistant
nando Sts.
professor of English, recently adRoger Williams Fellowship, Bible class may be formed, Mr. Card said.
10:30 a.m., ci.nner ard meeting
p.m., Grace Bapt,t Church, I0,h ar
San Fernando Sts.
Wesley Foundation, rneet:ng
205 E. Santa Clara Sts.. C. Wrigh
speech on tape.
MONDAY
3:30 p.m.
Freshman Class, meet:Fl IS.
.",r
Hillel, rne,..- .
"
rth and San A
,
;
Ten
Yna
re Ne.t
Independent Men’s Council, meeting
-.149 7 p.rs.
Sophomore Class, mee.;rg
""227

3,30 p.m

your visit to our
prescription

the

central

California

MEN’S GYM CLOSED
Intramural Director Dale Swire
has announced that the usual Satimitty Recreation program held in
’he Men’s Gym will not be held
tomorrow due to the numerous
lomecoming activities.
PSY CHI MEETS
Psi Chi, campus psychology
club, will hear Dr. Charles
Smit11, assistant professor of
physiology,
speak
on
’The
Physiology of Speech" tonight
at 7:30 at 1657 McBain Ave.

Leading Medical Scientist
Will Make Report Sunday

Dr. Peter Comanduras, a four- Burma, Ceylon, Korea, and Haiti.
star .general in the war against Dr. Comanduras, secretary gendisease, will bring a report fresh eral of the International Rescue
Committee’s medical program, will
from the "battlefields" to the Sun.
present "Doctors of Humanity." A
day Evening Community Forum at portrayal
of three great healers
Woodrow Wilson Jr. High, 701 He also will
bring first hand in;Vine St., Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
formation of American work ill
j
Having worked in such countries remote villages of
Asia and Africa
as Ghana, Lebanon, Thailand,
A leading American medical sci.
enlist, he comes to San Jose from
Albert Schweitzer’s hospital in
North Africa and from a visit to
Joe Smart was elected president
Laos. where Tom Dooley, recently
; of the Liberal Religious Students
I organization Oct. 27. The club is profiled in Life Magazine, is working.
open to anyone interested in an
The speaker, widely known for
insight into religion, not dogma.
Discussions of every phase of re- bringing humor and a broad cultural outlook to his cause, has held
ligion will be held.
The club will meet twice month- important posts in Washington.
ly. Further information may he D.C., in the Lahey Clinic in Bosobtained through the Student Un- ton. and at Henry Ford Hospital
ion or from Ursula Kaler, public- in Detroit before resigning private
ity chairman. ANdrews 9-2179.
practice.

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

Philosophrcal Assn. at American
River Junior College. Dr. Rosenberg’s address was "The Philosophical Background of the Literature of the Angry Young Decade."
AUDIO-V ISCAL
Robert M. Diamond, coordinator
of instructional television services
wrote an article which appeared
in the October issue of The Instructor. The article was titled
"So You’re Going to Teach on

BUSINESS
Dr. Richard S. Dale, assistant
Television."
professor of business education,
and Dr. Alvin C. Beckett, associate
CANTERBURY
professor of business education,
ASSOCIATION
the California
participated in
Christian Center
Council of Business Schools’ con92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
ference heist recently at the Hotel
holy Communion at 7:30 0.ln.
De Anza and Heald Business Col.Every Thursday
lege. Dr. Beckett also participated
Office Hours: 9 a.m. to S p.m.
In the CHF:Xs Coast Section meetBarbara E. Arnold
ing held at Hartnett College in
Salinas on Oct. 17.

FRIDAY
United States Information Agency.
Washington, D. C., graduating seniors
journalism, other communications media,
fine arts, history.
General Telephone Company of California, Santa Monica, electrical, industrial, civil engineering and mathematics.
College Life Insurance Company of TROPHIES,
America, Berkeley, graduating seniors, given away

Pagan Sermon’
At Sunday Talk

dressed

The Alameda at
CY 2-I88P.
Sunday Services
11 a.m.; 7 p.m.

lour

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

het

(tailored fcr
9:45 a.m. Perspective
6:00 p.m. Knox Club
cra

meet ’,udent
friends here ...
speakers
discJssion

Z

groups
social activities

G. Wisfield Blount, Minister
Charles Tyler, Minister
to Students

Episcopal Church
Services at Trinity, 81 N. 2nd
8.00 a.m. Holy Communion
9:25 and 11:00 a.m.
Morning Prayer
W. 13, Murdock. Rector
Warren Debenharn, Assl.

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISEP.S

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
First Methodist
Church

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

TENTH and SAN SALVADOR STS.

Welcomes you to

9:30 a.m. College Church
School Class

MORNING WORSHIP
9.30 and II en,,

"Is One Religion As Good
As Another?"

MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m.
The Lord’s Prayer Series,
"Our. Father"

Reverend Getty. Minister

7,15 p.m. Vesper Service

Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister

Edwin M. Sweet, Minister

John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

Carl Mhger, Minister of Visitation

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antorilo

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

Smart Namd Prexy

TRI-C
Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: World Ethics and Christianity
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio
"A

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c line first insertion
One succeeding insertions
20c
2 lino minimum.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hall,
No Phone Orders
Help WontedMale

Wanted, I or 2 girls :
,r,
: -rn apartment at o2u 5. 7th, A.’
CY 7.7789.
Share Resists
Men: Share furnished 7-roor- --.se
min. from school. $35. CL 8-4748 Or
9.5322.

ALCO-PARAMOUNT
FORMERLY

ALLIED -PARAMOUNT

Want to share apt. v.ith 2 or 3 rn
students. Call John aft. 6 p.m . CY
1421.
Remo sad Board

Part time work --hours open. Need ambitious college men. Creative sales to Space for 3
room and board. ia select fiesd. Call CY 7-7207 2.6 p.m. a day. 69 S. 10th St. Call Mrs. The
Fast CY 4 6123.
Rooms for Bent

9idelit9

Special Nettses

home -quiet male Licensed day care, 2-5 yrs. East,:
College priv.
’/
k’t. prly Kay s Nursery. CY 4.8076.
,e,t. one single, one
Recent Stanford graduate will
o2 N. 7.11. CY 5.7355.
lege math, Leave message! CY
RT. end Kit. priv. for 9i/1S, $30 per mo. Typing at my home. Esperienced
AX 6-4975. 112 S. 12th.
4.4724.
students with
Itm. mitts Kit. priv. Approved girl’s boss- Wanted
3 more
Fleirible hrs. CY 7.5798, 56 p.m.
,’ -enter. CY 3:5627,
Man. Kit. priv., washer, neat and clean.
Lost aed Found
New f
mo. Sol_S. 8th.
licWs Houseroom, kit. priv. or board. Losh--SJS jacket, on women’s r Sat. Pease oall CY 5987I.
32 5. 1301 St.
Will the person who
eague jacket by mistake I’
Apartments for lent
,n Mon., Nov. 2. please
cafeteria
office as soon as c:
bus.
New 2-bdrrn. opt. near college, 2V2
away on 94, and Williams, heated, swim- Lost, in vicinity of S. 7+1,
ming pool, well to wall carpeting. Now daschhound. Phone CY 5-7215 a:
electric kitchen draperies, all new furn- ea tn. Reward.
iture, sound proof wells and ceiling,
Autos for fele
new washers ard dryers, and numerous
ores. We have an apt. for you, so
’69 AustinHisaley, 4.000 mi. Pert
call Pete Cudia. Mgr. at CY 7-8713. AN 4.5437 after 5,
Studio Apt. $011 per mo. 636 S. 9th, CY ’0 Ktanault Deakin’, blue, 15 000 m
3 7365.
toe. cord., $1500. Can be seen at
3 students-1,064d swimming pool. Cell Welsh Ave., Santa Clare, bewteeCY 8.2375 after 6 p.m.
’69 TR3, wire wheels, white
offer. EL 4.7I89.
Apt., I bdrm. I block from collage. best
Swimming pool, sun deck. etc.
Free. ’IS Impels, R&H, 281 stick, $2695, 6/
11th.
mar, 405 5 7th St. CY 4.2291.

cy4 tern
LARGEST DISPLAY IN SAN JOSE
AMPEX
FISHER
GARRARD
SIELER
THORENS
GROMMES

apartment, bnth. 1/2.1alk SJS. Utils.
Miscellaneous for Sale
pd. garb., laundry, lac., 4 beds. CY
Battery Shaver, also usable on car
2.1327,
e4tedighter. NofOICO Sportsman, new
Half.year guarantee, $17.
Share Rentals
Office Building 209. 2:30.4 Daily.
I girl to share new apt. 2 blks from cam- 1914 Simplot scoter. $100. 70 5 Apt. E. After 3:30 p.m.
pus 502 5, 4ils Apt. 12,
ItaCCOOR coat, perfect rur
Share nice apt. with girl I 614. campus. Lady’s
After 5.30 p.m. CY 3.9806.
CY 3 6/84 after 5 p.m,

HARMON-KARDON
AR SPEAKER SYSTEMS
ELECTRO-VOICE
REK-O-KUT
ALTEC-LANSING
EICO GKITS

ALL THESE WELL-KNOWN BRANDS AWAIT YOUR SELECTION

Bill

Purn.

J. LANSING
MIRACORD
McINTOSH
PICKERING
FAIRCHILD
G.E.

WHOLESALE PARTS DEPT.
Check Your Own Tubes
and SAVE 40%

E -Z TERMS
Open Mon.
and Thurs.
Nites ’til 9

79 S. Third St.

CY 7-7112
./.

State Offense Tests Rugged Poke Defense Tomorrow
By DANNY MATLOW

!S

1.

IP
nt

:tub

II
ch
STS.

yoming’s powerful running attack runs head-on
of the Golden Raid great passing wizardry
the
into
edition of the Homecoming game Is
as the 1959
8 p.m. tomorrow at Spartan Stadium.
eiallunched at
and Ray Palest() will have to be at
Lee
Emmett
Cowpokes rank number
their sharpest as the stingy
pass defense. They have al in
nation
the
tor in
54.3 yards per game in the
but a paltry
department.
psing
will be out to retain their national
The Spartans
per game. The loss of
wilting of 207 plus yards
will hurt the Spartans both ofclarion Appledoorn
knee has not
and defensively. His twisted
and he is not a likely cantreatment
to
;,,,,p0nded
tomorrow’s battle.
didate for
be throwing to Chuck Yeyna,
lee and RAW() will
Dan Colchico, Jim Cadile, Dave
osear Donahue,
possibly Oneal Cuterry.
liuriburt and
Diem will play, but a highly protective bandage
win he on his right thumb. This puts an end in
well against Stanford.
the option that worked so
is liable to pull a switch in
Coach Bob Titchenal
and tell his quarterbacks to run the
the offense
is that Wyoming’s line averages
ball. The reason
man.
only 187 pounds per
tackles can get a jump
lithe Spartan guards and
Cowpokes, then the likes of Cuterry,
on the smaller
Rockholt, Paul Millarke, and Joe
Mac Burton, Kent
a field day (night).
Paris are liable to have
Chuck Ennis and Leon Donohue at tackles are
line coach Marty Feldman has
two of the best that
played their best game against
had at State. They
Arizona State and are capable of handling the
smaller Cowpokes.
Rich Eder and Ron Jones at guards also will
lime to be at their best to get the jump on the
Pokes. Erier is the best lineman on the team on
defense.
Herb Yamasaki was a demon on defense last
tieek and intercepted a pass for a touchdown off
Dick Norman. A look at Herb gives the observer

a double of
the Poke linemen. They are
that small and that tough.
Behind Yamasaki is Hank Chumness, who is recovered from a broken hand und exjected to be at
full strength.
The Raider line has a lot to make up for. Last
week, Stanford run through the Spartans like a
sieve. Stanford is not a running team.
Wyoming possesses the ninth best rushing team
in the nation. They have ground out 239 yards per
game agpinst top-flight opponents.
The man responsible for the efforts of the Pukes
is Jim Walden, commonly referred to as the "Mississippi Gambler." Walden is 13th In the nation in
total offense. lie has gained 779 yards passing and
rushing. With seven TD tosses to his credit, he has
completed 32 of 65 for 566 yards. Toting the leather
44 times, he has amassed 213 yards for a 4.8 average.
With Jerry Hill and Dick Hamilton at the halves
and Mark Smolinski at fullback, the Cowpokes’
running game is potent. The latter three have
gained 699 yards in the course of the season.
Hill, the left halfback, leads the team with a 5.5
average, lie has gained 351 or more than half of
the trio’s total.
Ted Brownlee at right end has caught only four
passes but the yardage is 119 or an average of 30
yards a toss. At the other end fur the Mountain men
is George Johnstone. This man is only 5’ 10" and a
very small 171 pounds. He does not know the meaning of the word quit. A little dynamo who makes the
utmost of his size, Johnstone was the second most
valuable player in last year’s Sun Bowl victory.
Wyoming, the sixth best total defense team in
the nation with a 175 yards a game average will
have to be real sharp to contain SJS’s driving offense. The Spartans have rolled up :157.4 yards per
game for the sixth best in the nation.
With the potent Spartan pass, the game could
be blown wide open at any time. However, the key
to a Spartan victory rests with the ability to be
(Continued on Page 1121
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Second Section
Sports
Features
San Jose State vs. U. of Wyoming
It p.m.
SPARTAN

SAN JOSE
No. NAME
81 Oscar Donahue
71 Leon Donohue
68 Ron Jones
54 Herb Yamasaki
64 Dick Frier
77 Chuck Ennis
33 Dan Colchico
14 Emmett Lee
25 Chuck Yeyna
Oneal Cuterry
32 Kent Roekholt
11 Prided, CP
12 Gallegos, Q
14 Lee, Q
15 Jones, Q
21 Schreiber, H
22 Hurlburt, H
23 Burton, H
24 Kilbourne, H
25 Yeyne, H
31 Millerke, F

STADIUM
WYOMING

No.
NAME
Wt Pos. Wt.
180 LER 173
Ted Brownlee 80
Dick Schnell 71
230 LTD 197
Howard Guill 63
199 LGR 176
Fred Menunelaar 50
187 C 182
200 RG1.176 Leonard Kuezewski 62
Dan Grego 76
220 RTI. 200
George Johnstone 82
225 DEL 171
190 Q 179
Jim Walden 11
Dick Whiting 36
165 LIM 182
192 ROI. 192
Jerry hill 21
Mark Sznolinski 41)
205 F 190

32 Rockholt, F
33 Paris, F
34 Senita, F
41 Cuterry, H
42 Clifron, H
43 McChesney, H
44 Dake, H
45 Tyree, H
51 Elliott, C
52 Atteberry, C
63 Chemness, C

74 Morgan, T
54 Yamasaki, C
62 Harrah, G
63 Miley, G
65 Silvers, G
66 Eder,
67 Foyer, G
68 Jones, G
71 L. Donohue, T
72 Cornell, T
73 Mchisiede, T

75 Kant, T
77 Ennis, T
78 Sutra, I
79 Sanders, T
80 Codas, E
81 0. Donahue, E
83 Colchico, E
84 Watson, E
85 Appledoon, E
SS Lorentzen, E

-4
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From the Merchants of

_1

1/4::74411114-1.

VALLEY FAIR

SJS Alumni

Regional Shopping Center

gde;vrp,,,4
(4rj

50 MAJOR STORES
"One -Stop" Shopping Center

Acres of Free Parking

and best wishes to the students of
San Jose State and your outstanding
football team in the BIG GAME with
the Wyoming Cowpokes.

Shop Nifes
Monday
Thursday
Friday
’til 9:30

Best Wishes for a Happy Homecoming from these Vi Merchants
Arvin’s Maternity Shop
C. H. Baker
Bank of America
Blooms Shoe Store
Bob & Guy Fountain

Grodins
Guttman’s
Howard Peterson’s
House of Fabrics
Jay

Yee

Cable Car
C.ampi Music

Jenkel Jewelers
Joseph Magnin

Celebrity House
Coast Radio
Don Ell’.. Pastry Shop

Karmelkorn
Kathy Don
Kay Jewelers

Gaeta’s Flowers & Gifts
General Finance
Gem Shoe Repair

Leeds
Lerner Shops
Macy’s

Manning s Coffee Cafe
McWhorter -Young
Mode O’Day
Necchi Sewing Machine
Olan Mills Photo Studio
Pine Cone Inn & Branding Iron
San Jose Paint & Wallpaper
Sce’s Candies
Simoni’s
Singer Sewing Machine
Sommer & Kaufmann
Stuart’s
The Fashion

VALLEY fair Shopping Center

Thom McAn
Topnotch Nutrition
U.S. Post Office
U.S. Marine Recruiting Office
U.S. Navy Recruiting Office
Valley Fair Barber Shop
Valley Fair Bottle Shop
Valley Fair Cleaners
Valley Fair Drugs
Valley Fair Market
Webb’s Photo Supply
Websters
F. W. Woolworth Co.

Stevens Creek Blvd. near new Freeway
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Wyoming Rates Favorite’s Role Over Sparta
finp.

LEON DONOHUE

OSCAR DONAHUE

litft teal’

Isift end

RON JONES
... left guard

HERB YAMASAKI
... center

CHUCK ENNIS
... right tack!,

DICK ERLER

right guard

DAN COLCHICO
... right end
-

Homecoming Tilt
Erupts at 8 p.m.

Spartans Own Winning
Homecoming Record, 6-4
By DOUG WILLIAMS
San Jose State will have at
least the mathematical odds
going for it tomorrow night
when tile University of Wyoming provides the home.
corn foe.
Since the adent of Homecoming in 1948, the Spartans have
lost fi,Ir hall games an

COP has been the most uncooperative foe. The Tigers own three
wins over the Spartans in Homecoming contests. COP won 45-7 in
1949, 14-7 in 195a, and 21-6 in 1957.
The University of Denver holds
the only other win over SJS on
Homecoming Day, a 35-26 decision
In 1956.
In San Jose’s first Homecoming
game, SJS was an easy victor over
1 The Homecoming
six. St. Ma l’Y’S

us,

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOT:i
he

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
From $4.50 to $7.00
Drive-in Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Wish 0. Cal.:Iwo, %wooer

.CYpress
FIRE

IFROOF

REVISION

4-9404
CONSTRUC,JO,

bANOUET ROO

COFFEE SHOP

FOUNTA N

MONTGOMERY
HOTEL
South First
at Son Antonio
San
Jose, California

St.

saiW9
Ars,.
cp.
A column of incidental intelligence
brand
by

Jock’s/

’TUB WORM TURNS"
Shakespeare said it this way
’’The smallest worm will
turn, being trodden on."
But Miguel de Cervantes
beat him to it in Don
Quixote, Part II, Book 3:
"Even o worm when trod
upon, will turn again."
S

idea first hit the campus at the
tailend of the 1947 grid campaign.
The Rally Committee got together
and thrashed out a plan to alleviate the "lack of activities sit uation" that typified the Spartan
football picture year after year.

Once again the oddsmakers have
installed SJS a one to three touchdown underdog, this mainly off
the Cowboys’ one loss this season
to a strong Air Force team. However, the fact that the Spartans
have come up with two of their
biggest upsets while playing Homecoming games must be remembered.

No repair or service charge on rentals
the heart and determination. His
small 182 pound frame makes him
First Month’s Rent Can Be
a step ahead of the C’owpokes line.
hard to move and easy to fall over.
Used as Down Payment
Walden’s dazzling play the last
two weeks which has accounted for
To narrow the game down to
If You Decide to Purchase
362 yards, four touchdown passes, specific points, it matters how well
LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS
three scores for himself, has liter- Jim "Gambler" Walden will be
ally made Wyoming unstoppable.
able to move the ball against the
Captain Len Kuczewski anchors Spartan defense and how well Em
One block south of Seen
the line. The line rises to every Lee and Ray Podesto can throw
challenge, mainly because of its over the stubborn Wyoming de- 466 Meridian Rd.
CY 44111
fense.
hard pursuit playing.
is
vetAt the other guard slot
eran Pat Smyth. Wiles Hanna
the advance man for the Cowpoke,
says "This boy has an uncanny
knack for being at the right place
at the right time."
The tackles, Dick Schnell and
Dan Grego are both under 2(in
pounds, which is almost unheard
many winners daily,
of in major college football.
Schnell has been a standout all
Get full details at the
season and is a good bet to nab
SNO - MAN
all-league honors.
The center spot belongs to Fred
Breakfasts
and Lunches
Mernmelaar, a 5’8" junior who
FINEST QUALITY +
plays the game with the accent on
GENEROUS PORTIONS

EMMETT LEE
... quarterback

TV Rentals Co.

FREE Sunday or Drink

with the SNO- MAN
LUCKY CUP

CHUCK YEYNA
... left half

Patronize
Our Advertisers

-Bar
Sno-Man Snack
Son Corlos
Corner Fourth and

Open non. and Thurs. fifes ’ill 9
KENT ROCKHOLT
. fullback

for dial/to/ids

Kickers Test
Cal Aggies
Coach Julie Menendez’ Spartan
soccer team meets the University
of California at Davis here tomorrow on Spartan Field at 1:30 p.m.
The Spartan booters, fresh from
a 10-1 victory over San Francisco
State, are led by Joe Battaglini,
the league’s leading scorer with
12 goals.
Next foe for the Spartans will
be the Stanford Indians who they
meet here Nov. 14, at 11 a.m.

100 sets to choose from
SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS

(Confined from B-1)

Of course, the greatest Home:
coming game was the Stanford
fracas of 1954, even though the
Spartans had to journey to Palo
Alto to play the game. It was the
only time the Indians have been
beaten by San Jose. Referring to
the 19-14 upset, the SPARTAN
DAILY bannered the head "Stanford Win Sweetest of Any Year."
No one then or since has disputed
this.
SJS gridders flaunted the odds.
makers another time when quarterback Benny Pierce tossed a
pass to end Mary Lopes good for
51 yards to give the Spartans their
only score of the 1953 Homecoming game aaginst COP. The Tigers
scored one touchdown but Tom
Louderback crashed through the
Tiger line to block the PAT attempt and give the Spartans a
narrow 7-6 win.

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT

ONEAL CUTERRY
... right half

"MUSIC HAS CHARMS"
The 17th Century playwright, William Congrave,
was the first to set down this classic metaphor
concerning the powers of sound and rhythm.
You II find the whole quote in "The Mourning
Bride**, Act I, Sc. 1:
"Music hoth charms to soothe the savage breast,
To soften rocks, or bend a knotted oak."
"RNYMI OR REASON"
Edmund Spenser, 16t6 Century poet, expected a
pension. He didn’t get it. So ha wrote this rhyme:
"I was promised on a time/To have reason
for my rhymes/From that time unto this season,/
I received nor rhyme nor reason.-

new

marquise
ensemble

JOCAV1/ Underwear
Of all the kinds nf underwear, only Jockey brand is espe
cialty tailored to feel better because it fits better. This
superior comfort is assured by exclusive construction features that no other underwear has duplicated Te enloy
real comfort, insist on Jockey brief the world’s first and
finest. Look for Jockey at your campus store.

’very
.apccici

$595

other Bridal Sets’ from $111
fashioned by the

nom. cit
I,

How luucky can we get? It’s no problem for
us tall girls now that Shelly’s in town/

Tall Shops
44 E. Si)?) Antonio

The oval diartiondstrilcing innovation!
has -captivated the world of fine gems.
Never before has any diamond shape so
dramatically enlarged a diamond’s
OPPeartince and freed such a
beauty of flashing radiance?

cpc,,
91 SOUTH FIRST

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

GE
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Julie Visits Hawaii,
ieoul; Conducts Clinic

ENT
from
AN TEE
on smoli
an Be
merit
rchase

Co.
NOM
4.13u
JULIE MENENDEZ

AN
ly.
the

.dvanced skills in the ar
’To improve the troops
,Ige of the game with im
techniqiies was our job,’
the former pro-boxer

A & M
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR

Powerglide

IS YOUR CAR RUNNING
ROUGH??
LET US GIVE IT
A TUNE UP.
456 E. SAN SALVADOR

Bongos

Ukes

Briefcases

Binders

Drawing Sets Slide Rules
All at Discount Prices
Open Thursday Night
223 So. First Street

LA TORRE

Wyoming
tan-UCLA ’ Stanford
Tech-ND
Duke-Clem.
isU-Tenn.
F-3111841tIri

Stanford

5-4247

Iowa St.-Neb
slkit St. Purdue

momz@ Of,
Smut

Clem
LSU

Iowa

ore.-Cal

Oregon

N’weat’n-Wla! N’western
Syracuse

DISCOUNT

Wash.-Ore St , Wash.

STUDENTS

19ers I

’OP-Fresno

’’,1t4..,..00 -r

Business
Affairs Office Till 6

.1

Tech

T.,.;;

Inike

I st

1.511

Sir Force
I /Iii,, ’0

Neb.

Minn.-Iowa

SJS

ON SALE AT

BREHM BROS.

Stanford
tia.

ro

Air Force

Purdue

SyracusePenn St.

SJS
Stanford

\

ND

Ind.-O. state Ohio St.

111110 St.
Iowa St.

Mich. St.
Iowa
Oregon

Purdue

iitrdue

Iowa

Iowa

treatIll

iregon

\ ’western

swestern

rartts.

ssraeuse

’s4

HART’S SPECIAL
IMPORTED SUEDE
LEATHER JACKETS

19"

Wash.

Wash.

COP

(OP

Rams

llama

on

-.5

TAPE RECORDERS
59 Model Hi-F Sets
and Components

dtatnalsers
OOPS lirks

"SPEAKERS"
"TUNERS"
"TURNTABLES"
M OOFt

MARCHICK’S
ARMY -NAVY

SELLING LIKE HECK

students rates

CYpr

back on the winning side when
they engage the Fresno State
frosh here at 3 p.m. today.
The Sparta-babes dropped their
fourth game in five starts Saturday, a 30-20 decision to Foothill
College. Fmsh coach Harty Anderson was pleased with the improvement the team showed by
rallying for two touchdowns in
the second half, even though being behind.
Anderson feels that the Fresno
State frosh agregation is mule
in the same class as the S.IS
frosh.

Novice Boxing Tourney
Slated for Dec. 9-10-11

Spartan Grid Picks

Specialty .
Hydramatic

it

YEARBOOK

AUTO REPAIR
3r

Head Coach Bob Devaney of
Wyoming in his first three years
of coaching has an impressive
20-12-3 record and has his Cowpokes on the trail of the Skyline
Conference title.
Before coming to Wyoming, the
41 -year-old Saginaw Michigan native was a top aide at East Lansing and before that he had an
almost phenominal record of success as a head high school coach.
Alma College is Devaney’s alma
meter; end was his playing position and he was team captain in
his senior year.
The soft-spoken, forthright talking Cowboy head man spent the
seven years immediately preceding the four-year stint at Michigan State at Alpena, Mich. High
School where his teams won 52,
and lost only nine.
Devaney brought to Wyoming a
high set of gridiron standards
from his previous positions and
Bob Christman has installed the Michigan State
ON TARGETIt’s catches like these that have
MEETS OLD FRIEND
hail in the pigskin as a Stanford defender vainly
put the Spartans on the top of the NCAA passmultiple offensive system with a
While instructing in South Kotries for the interception.
ing pile recently. End Dan Colchico prepares to
predominantly unbalanced line.
rea, Menendez ran into a very old
His personality is marked by
friend who he hadn’t seen in 20 the mannerisms of the countries
keen insight into the heat of
years. The man’s name was Ro He noticed the way that the kid,
problems, complete reasonableness
Sae Yul. Julie tells the interesting in Korea eat grass off the mad
and a large capacity for hard work
because there is such a lack 01
story of their first meeting.
and efficient organization.
"In 1939 San Jose took a boxHe can also be bitingly caustic
OVERPOPULATION
ing team to Korea and Japan to
The
San
Jose
State
Novice
Box:
the
tournament
may
do
so
in
when confronted by deception or
"The city of Seoul is very overfight the competitors oser there.
ing
Tournament,
an
all
school
tra-Ithe boxing gym daily from 1:30- gold bricking. He doesn’t like exRo tiae was on the team then crowded and it seems as though
dition, will be held in the Spartan 1.30
anti I snare affiliated with San the people sleep in shifts. I think Gym on Dec. 9-10-11 this year.
Jose’S team but not participat- the reason for this increase in
This will be the 23rd annual
ing as I was already a profes- population is due to the many peol
STUDENT
ple who are escaping from North tournament under the sponsorship
sional scrapper.
of the Men’s Physical Education
"Ro Sae remembered me and he Korea."
SPECIALS
now holds the title of Chairman of "I feel it was a most valuable Dept.
$1.501
Competition is limited to be- LUBRICATION
the Korean Boxing Federation. He trip. I will long remember the
has extended an invitation to the parts of the world that few tour- ginners. Any man who has been CAR STORAGE-Monthly Rates!
SJS team to return in the future ists see. There is a great appret in the finals of a previous novice NITE PARKING
$7
tor a similar engagement like that ciation of American way of life tournament or who has had a sin.
6 p.m. to 8 a.m.
in 1939."
and their resentment of Amen- gle intercollegiate boxing match Day and Nite
$10
When this day arrives there will cans is due mainly to this fact. at San Jose State or elsewhere,
Vacation Trailer Rentals
be a lot of fortunate boxers who Roughly I would say that the trip Is ineligible to compete.
Auto and Towing Service
will get a worthwhile trip to this cost the Department of the Army
The tournament is divided into
Brain Service
f ;MIMS country.
around $10,000. It was an educa- both independent and fraternity
Bat’eries
With his mission accomplished. tional as well as enjoyable trip," divisions. Individual championMenendez was very sure to notice concluded Menendez.
ships and a team title will be decided in each division.
Entry blanks can be obtained
from Coach Julie Menendez in the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
Men’s P.E. Dept.
_
’ 4TH and SAN FERNANDO
Any men interested in training
(0-0)
(48-35)
(60-23)
(53-50)
1 Matlow
Williams
Brown
I White
l’EAMS

food.

ERMS

11511 1

Head Coach Frosh Play
Has Pokes At 3 Today
San Jose State College freshIn Gear
man footballers will seek to get

By DANNY MATLOW
uoiking in coordination k%illt the 1.1Nilo., conducted boxing clinics in Seoul
this )ear.
only the surface as San Jose State’s
Flim clinic %% as
the surface anol hail a good first
scratched
coach
og
in these ssar struck areas.
conditions
the
look al
joe Bifil,a. a professional and ainatelir boxing referee.
this
Tompanied Menendez on
now earning his living teaching
sorthvkhile Journey.
Spartans the glove game.
purpose as to lecture and
Also on the agenda of the two
-trate to many different gentlemen was to evaluate the
divisions stationed in South sports program in
general of the
and Hawaii.
overseas program. They are sufSKILLS
BETTER
fering from a lack of facilities and
two travelers proper equipment," said Menen-1J, job of the the
program,
dez. "In time, the government will
set up a better
improve the situation."
Dividends have already started
to come the way of Menendez who
has been asked to conduct a similar clinic next year in West Germany. It is quite evident tlie man
is well liked in interfflational
circles.

Julie Nli
aroma or

sP1RT

Hill

Ir:Z=NCIM

STERO
TAPES
I SPECIAL 489 EACH
Son Jose’s LARGEST
tope recorder store
Salc;
Repairs
Rentals

ZEM3 Of
Hill
izzam=0=1
3991/2 W. San Carlos
CV 7-7700

Supple suede, buffed to
exciting new beauty..

0:0

imported from New Zealand and fashioned by
New England Sportswear
into the softest, most
becoming jackets you’ve
ever seen. Beige, sand,
moss, silver grey.10 -20.

4

A DISCUSSION IN REASONING
MAX: You look happy Growler.
GROWLER: I get to play football in tre homecoming game.
MAX: That’s fine, just fine.
to satisfy
Wax doesn’t really like football, hut goes to the gameone
of the
is
that little &melt of sadism in his personality. lie
team
is in a
the
when
h11.1.,
hlt,l
students oho ethsays yells
had spot.
GROWLER: Let’s go eat.
MAX: O.K.
GROWLER: How come there are so many people from school
in here today?
MAX: Why, they are in here everyday.
GROWLER: Why?

HART’S SPORTSWEAR
Street Floor

e;

Gront hr has no reasoning plater.

MAX: The Alumni like LARKS because they are men of the
world and have the good taste to know good food. The students like LARKS because they want good food at bargain
rices and the instructors like LARKS because they are men
P
of grand intelligence and understand the value of such fine
food.
This isIthat reasoning power does for Wax.
GROWLER: Oh.
Groff ler’s any of signifying comprehension.
GROWLER: Let’s eat.
ih,r, IN that animal hunger &ire again.

S. Hunger takes Grottier. So,
MOH %I. :Reasoning token Moak to I. IRA
IRA S.
if you are hungrv, or smart. sou will go to I.

181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

,

San Jose, Santa Clara at Market

Sunnyvale

Plaza, Taaffe at McKinley fe.ii

,"f,’,10,41,7S10,,NottAtegrtiCIIPrTil.:1.41741,7411r11".4.
.
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’49ers Meet Hungry Rams

Two Sectional Titles
On Block Tomorrow

Home Edge
Could Decide

Two sectional till,- go on the block this weekend

as Syracuse and Penn :-Lite meet in a game that should
decide the Lambert Trophy w inner. while Northwestern
and Wisconsin, rated one-two in the Big Ten, vie for a Ron..
Bowl bid.
Syracuse. one of the surprise teams of the 1959 season.
leads the nation in total offense. Penn State, rated a one

touchdown underdog, is sesentlal
The nation’s top rated team LSU
nationally in total offense,
figures to have little trouble in
BIG TEN BATTLE
downing Tennessee, but the Tigers
In the Big Ten classic, second
are only rated a touchdown favorranked Northwestern squares off
ite due to the Bengals tendenecy
against eighth ranked Wisconsin.
to only play as hard as is necesThe Wildcats, unbeaten in six
sary.
games this season, can just about
Texas, ranked fourth nationally
eliminate once beaten Wisconsin
with a victory. Northwestern is a is rated a 16 point favorite over
six point choice in this race to Baylor as the Longhorns appear
to be moving toward a Southwestthe Rose Bowl contest.
Locally, Stanford’s pass happy ern Conference title and a bowl
Indians were installed a six point game.
USC and Washington, the two
choice over the invading Bruins
from UCLA. Coach Jack Curtice’s western teams in the top ten, apIndians feature the nation’s No. , pear to have breathers this week I end.
2 rated passing offense

TICO’S TACOS
Try

Our

Special

Combination

Plate

59c

TICO’S TACOS
4th & St. James

HART metal SKIS
the ski with the
built-in Christy"
featuring the honey -colored

HART MERCURY Model

COMPLETE SELECTION OF

WHITE STAG Skiware
HENKE-KOFLACH & KLEE Boots
Imported Sweaters and Parkas
Open Wed. and Thurs. Eves 7-9

5’9"
6’3"
6’9"

sTE’S
511"
6’5"
611"

Opponents’ Line
Is Not Beefed Up

Tribe Miss
Services
Of 3 Sophs

Spanish Rice
Mexican Hot Dog
Ranchburgers

Tamales
Enchiladas
BBQ Tacos

The league leading San Francisco ’49ers invade the unfriendly
confines of the Los Angeles Coliseum Sunday to meet a eevenge
minded Ram team.
The Rams, thoroughly humiliated 34-0 at Kezar Stadium earlier
this season, must win this game to
keep alive their faint championship hopes. The ’49ers, fresh from
a 33-7 victory over a Detroit team
that had beaten the Rams 17-7,
seem to have a full head of steam
and show no indications of slowing
down.
’Seers STRONG
San Francisco will throw a a
the regulars at the Rams in ord,
Bob Christman to prove the earlier league ss
AROUND THE ENDSkip Face, Stanford fullback, tries to turn the was no fluke. J. D. Smith, eh,
corner, but Spartan guard Roy Harrah is on the spot to knock the gained a total of 115 yards again,’
tat,
slippery runner out of bounds, Kent Rockholt (32) is corning to the the Lions last week, is in
shape as is Joe Perry, who had
aid of his teammate.
79 yards in 14 carries. Hugh McF:lhenny, who scored two touchdowns on pass receptions last
week, appears to be sound and
ready to go again.
Y. A. Tittle had only 198 yards
More amazing is Wyoming’s passing on 12 completions in 24
record this year when you con - attempts last week but this was
alder they have one of the light- more than enough as the ’49er
ground game churned out some
est college lines in football.
The Cowpoke forward wall 394 yards,
weighs out at 157 lbs., but has
HOME ADVANTAGE
Rod Sears, the No. 2 .quarter- shown a spirit and hustle to
Los Angeles, angry and deterback for the Stanford Indians, more than compensate for their
mined. after last week’s loss to
suffered a slight shoulder separa- pound shortage. They haven’t
the Bears, hope the home advantion last week against the Spar- let anyone push them around
tage they always seem to enjoy
to date.
tans in his brief stint during the
Outweighed 30 lbs last week over the ’49ers will prevail again
-4 quarter and will miss Satur- against North Carolina State, this week. A much better ball club
,,y’s game.
they romped home with a 26-0 than their 2-4 record indicates,
Coach Jack Curtice learned that win. The Spartan line has a de- the Rams will throw their usual
rided weight advantage hut the conglomeration of stars at the
u other sophomore Tribe foot.
interior Poke wail Is decidedly ’49ers. These include’ Bill Wade,
dlers will not be available for taster.
011ie Matson, Jon Arnett, Del
iamorrow’s game with UCLA.
Shafner. and Les Richter,
Gary Leahy is. still nursing a
back ailment and halfback Hal
Stuber is recovering from a darn’
aged knee.

Hapless COP Tigers
Test Fresno Bulldogs

Two other Indians did not par. ’ipate in scrimmage maneuvers
aus week. End Chris Burford and
ekle Bob Atkinson were both
, -alibied with bruised backs but
ar expected to be ready for the

6’1"
6’7"
7’1"

we also feature:
Atienhofer A-15
Blizzard & Miller
Skis

In a tactical move, Curtice proated right halfback Gil Dowd to
0 first unit, replacing Mac Wylie.
During the long contact work
week, the Indians had troule moving the ball, especially on
a ground, against the third unit,
’Illy once did any of the backs
lvance the ball further than 10
,rds in a single carry.

FREEMAN’S ARCHERY & SKI SHOP
840 THE ALAMEDA
"Valley’s Finest Quality Ski Rentals

FOR

Homecoming!
WEAR
,

"The
Stuart
I mok"
Ill

Stadium
Coat,

he
Tigers. sided 44-11 defea I u.ii.I
by one foot of tying Spartans,
Following the Cincinnati game
the game against Cincinnati last week, game officials were
last week, go against the queried by COP coaches as to the
Fresno State Bulldogs tomor- legality of the last play of the
game. Trailing, 21-14, with less
row night.
WalLed by the passing of Bob than a minute to go, Henry
Gatiss, the Bengals are ranked 5th lace, the Bengal fullback crashed
nationally with a 182.4 pass aver- into the line and was stopped on
the one foot line.
age per game.
Then the controversy arose on
Dick Bass, the Tigers’ big gun,
whether or not the clock should
was described by coach lack
has,’ been stopped with just 13
"Moose" Myers as playing on "one
eseeonds to go. Parific lined lip
during the Cincinnati game.
Immediately after Wallace’s unStill suffering from the leg injury
%111.11.$414111 attempt to rraek pay
he incurred earlier this year, Bass
dirt but the officials wouldn’t let
managed to pick up 73 yards in
them, as is Cincinnati player was
11 carries. His big burst was a 38- offside.
yard run.
Bass’ 366 yards and 5.2 averages
leads all regular Pacific backs..
Lowest Gas Prices
Gatiss has completed 34 of 74 atIn SAn Jos,
tempts for 631 yards and has had
ETHYL-100+ OCTANE
only two aerials intercepted.
REG.-90+ OCTANE
Against Fresno, the Tiger% will
Cigarettes 20e
run headlong into the touchdown
All Maior Oils -38c
duo of Dale Messer and Billy
Wayte, who since the San Jose
State game, have really run
wild.
4th & William -6th & Keyes
The Bulldogs have knocked off
the San Diego Marines and ("a]
10TH AND TAYLOR
Mustangs after their
IIMMINIMENMENEMENNEN\
tf

liardluck

Pokes Spoil
Home Tits
For Foes
When the University of Wyoming
meets the San Jose State College
Spartans here tomorrow night it
will mark the fourth straight week
the Cowboys have engaged in a
homecoming tilt.
If the Pokes beat the Spartans
they have some sort of a claim ti
the "national homecoming championship," as they will have won
four stichacontests this season.
The Cowboys started their
homecoming string by downing
Brigham Young University in their
own homecoming game at Laraniii21-6, and spoiled those ol Utah
(21-61 at Salt Lake, and last week
North Carolina State (26-0) at
Raleigh.
Wyoming has been beaten only
once in seven games this season,
the loss being inflicted by the Air
Force Academy.
Currently leading the strong
Skyline Conference with a per
feet 5-0 record, the northern learn
is rated ninth in the nation e
1673 yards in seven games
239 yards per game ase.

will lead his mates against
th.
Rams Sunday in a thermonutle:
war at the Coliseum.
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MODELING
SCHOOL’

CY 7-7J60
572 Halsey Ave,
Student Special $99,00

SKIN MING
Equipment

SALE
One Week Only
3/16" Wet Suit Kits

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED

SOFT WATER

00111111111114

IJ,Iphin corduroy pair; up with poplin in
cur debonaire reversible, a coat yeas can
wear inside. out:.ido
. al, around the
repellent and
twn. Both
at t a -ver’
,
the totell is a
weather-wke and
aaut
10-16. $25.95

.65

Suit Powder
Hydrous

.45

20% DISCOUNT ON ALL
TANKS AND REGULATORS’

STAN’S
SKIN DIVING SHOP
554 S. Bascom

FAIR

CY4-771

W. C. Lean Jewelers Lean & Jung
55 Years in San Jose

4oroze-

Before a diamond ring is put into our stock,
the stone is tested for weight, color, cut and
clarity. Together, these factors determine the
value of a stone. Our careful tests...our carefully-guarded reputation ,..arc your guarantee
of unsurpassed value when you purchase your
proud diamond ring here.
USE OUR DIVIDED PAYMENT PLAN

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
VALLEY

2.95

2-16. Belt Weights

c I, A N
DOWNTOWN, 161 S. FIRST

29.95

Pinocchio Masks
Reg. 5.95

20% STATIONS

7P444eX2/9
,

MAC THE KNIFE"Hurryin"
Hugh McElhenny plunges into
the promised land to chalk up a
big six for the 49ers. McElFienny_

171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

1.1k

eweier.3
and JUNG

N

First and San Fernando in Downtown San Jose

Friday ‘7
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Welcome Alumni: Events Include Parade, Game, Dance
0111111101111111190m

4 TM

Visit Departments,
See New Buildings

STREET

San Jose State grads return home this week to reminisce about
times past and to relive some of those memories by visiting campus!
departments, attending open houses, viewing the traditional Homecoming Parade and watching the SJS gridders in action once again.
A final highlight to Homecoming will be the after-game dance
lor alumni tomorrow night in the Empire Room of the St. Claire Hotel
’silk some 700 alumni expected to attend. Graduating seniors will be
.4itests of the Alumni Association at the dance.
An eye-opener for many returning grads will be the tremendous.
building program now under way on campus. The multi -million dollar
construction activity as illustrated in the diagram at left is making
way for the anticipated record enrollments of the near future.
Already the campus facilities are bulging at their seams with a
student population this year of 13,300. The faculty, likewise, has swollen to a record 800.
e
To keep pace with this college growth, the San Jose State College
Alumni Association has begun an all-out campaign this year to encourage State grads to become a part of this accelerated program by
becoming members in the Association.
One of the major purposes of the Association is to keep the thousands of SJS grads informed on campus progress through the monthly
4partan Alumni Bulletins sent to all members of the Association. By
.’’ping informed, the thousands of Spartan alums may spread the
.,00id of SJS progress, thus building nation-wide prestige for the college.
Membership in the Alumni Association is $5 per year with life
membership costing $100.

1
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Greeks Honoring
Grads at Parties

Only
29.95
2.91

65
5
IT ON ALL
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G SHOP
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Fraternities and sororities have
made ithins to entertain alumni
during Homecoming.
Most sororities and alums are
planning to attend the Homecom9 111 STREET
ing breakfa.st sponsored by Spartan Y, Satan-day morning in the
COMBINATION MAP AND PROGRESS REPORTThere have
’afeteria. from 8 to 10:30.
been some changes made around the alma meter. Even if you graFraternities are planning open
duated last year, you’ll find some new landmarks on campus. Code
house for alums or a dinner and
for the map: ILibrary addition; 2Speech and Drama addition;
party.
3Faculty offices; 4Art wing; 5Industrial Arts; 6EngineerThe brothers of ALPHA TAU
OMEGA will entertain their dates
ing; 7Music addition; 8Health (new); 9Art (new); Student
and alumni at a buffet dinner
Activities (pending); and 11Industrial Arts (to be constructed)
which will be followed, after the
game, by a dance at Sabellas Restaurant in Sunnyvale.
The DELTA SIGS will hold
their annual Homecoming function
at the De Anza Hotel.
DELTA UPSILON will hold a
buffet dinner at their new house
for the alums. with a party at the
P100n. ha: San Jose State’s first Day program on Tuesday morning, house following the game. Open
will
Spring Alumni Week, to he held May 3, in the Inner Quad. Guest house for alums and parents
the fa,: a. (vk in May in conjunc- speaker at the program this year be held.
Plans of the LAMBDA CHI’S
tion tti’ll Founders’ Day, are under w ill be Gaylord Nelson, governor
of Wisconsin and a 1939 graduate include a buffet dinner for the
%v..: in the Atimni Association.
alumni before the game and a
mosher, ’52, chairman of tbe of San Jose State,
dance afterward.
ly.mccoming committee, ex-1 All campus orga n lit11 I i0IIS will be
The brothers of PI KAPPA
Pre,tti: the view of the alumni urged to participate in the week’s
ALPHA will have a dinner for
.!
’,rectors, koiced opti-1 program by holding open houses
alums followed by a dance at the
:eh an Alumni Week , and reunions for their alunmi.
house from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
a tradition at the col -1 Among the tentative events plan. PHI SIGMA KAPPA plans to
lege tt.0,
camplis grim ips partic- ned are a journalism dinner reunhave a dinner, and a dance after
le oarh planned activities foil ion, Golden Grad luncheon. Black
Masque alumnae banquet. an engi- the game to be held at the Disreunion and an int ca-squiel abled Veterans Hall.
-:10000:.
kroni Week neering
An open house and a buffet game by the Spartan
.1 Achy Ow. skill football
style dinner are planned by the
on May 7.
gridders
spring
(.1 ilie
Hinder,.
Mosher said the week’s activities brothers of SIGMA ALPHA EPwill conclude on Saturday %%MI the SILON. A party will follow the
game open houses tin campus and came at Havenly Food.s RestaurThe Lincoln

10

11

Graduates Plan
Akanni Week

md

A

IN rate to students
I
lilytailored to prosrnl and future needs
You make no regular
deposits until you are out of
schcol
tnforrnation on the
College Plee from
AL CORRAL. Class of ’58
SJS Campus Agent
I

"’’"In

CT 7-7368

15 YEARS YOUR OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER FOR ...

Homecoming Queen
Dream Girl
Soph Doll

ekt

E. F. DEVILBISS
... Alumni Prexy
re-elected to the post in June
An economics major at the college, DeVilbiss has been active in
alumni work since graduation in
1951. He is a member of the California State Bar Assn.
Other Alumni Association Board
officers include Ed Mosher, ’52
Bill Eckert ’54 and Bob Cheim
’50, sic" presidents; Cecil George
’34. secretary-treasurer
- 11111F.111M111111
vs’ ;1

.

See Russia
in 1960

Economy Student/Teacher summer
tours. American conducted. from $4.97,

SIGMA CHI will hold an open tiiniutiNabsyy Irlf rit:17:11.e Visit rural
house for alumni and parents, at’ towns plus major cities.
Diamond Grand Tour. Russia.
ter which all will go to the parade I
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia,
and game.
Western Europe highlights.
An open house will lx’ held fir
Collegiate Circle. Black Sea
ur
of THETA CHI. A dinner Cruise. Russia, Polan11.,Cr
alumni
Bcn:.,
lliolsohr.e
poru
E
be held in honor of alu ms at vakia,Scandinavie,
tnt
nslEeasat,earizif,:is:_ror
1.4gadrri
a
e
Istroeu...Eni
Ed’s Chuckwagon Restaurant, fol.
lowed by a house party.
Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, West Homecoming will be celebrated er n Europe scenic route.
sour Trast-1 Agent or write
by THETA XI when they will
welcome the chapter’s alums for
the parade, game and a party in 1.,
‘,,
oil 17, N.Y.
their honor.

Maupintour

:25’2R5O52$’4§25’.:"4,-W4

man’: :hop
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end all Fraternity and Sorority eventsSpecializing

in graduation and placement photos. Proofs shown
and guaranteed.
., ,)
ti ,5I1, ;riltt,, r.I

41 NORTH FIRST ST.

CYpress 2-8960

R TIRE CO.
G andcAnLcs
270 W. SAN
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Premium

Motor Tone-up
Wheel Alignment

Stoics’ slask in sears,
for that lean, mean
look! Extra -slim.
extra -tapered and they
(s) ride real low on
the hips (b) dashing
Continental pockets
(C) no-belt extension
waistband (d) adjustable
side buckle tabs
(11) stovepipe slim
from hip to heel
with tapered leas
(I) no cuffs Sun tan,
Men. Copper, Black.
Wash ’n! WA sr. IMO

at resdy to step into the
and professional world as
flink you are?
I
E,I.rinAj into your new occupation
4,A near future will bring on
tow IOSPOn111,11’1CeS
. and Cl,.
I irrpottant matter of life in’
protection takes on added
-rcfince. The Lincoln College
P
designed exclusively for col.
leg, men, is a plan that .will fit
ri row and can be adjusted to
yew needs in the future.
f Peeefit with Thane Advantages

Ed;ted by Ken Roed, Alumni Association Se!.-.retkty

Co -.I;t Card

$j95
E-is,ne

Center for SPORTS CAR Recaps

...newest Continental
Cords...tall, trim,
and stovepipe slim!

yr,

illumni ()aye

RECAPS...

PIPERS

4116
AL CORRAL
1. AgentSan Jose State

Special

XTRA MILEAGE

CoPtieP:6
#oilipeood Studio
Graduate Students
Seniors

,se

E. F. DeVlIbiss, executive director Of the Santa Clara County
Taxpayers Assn., is serving as national president of the San Jos,
State College Alumni Associatioi,
for the second straight year lie

National Life
Insurance Company

ck,

the
re.
tee
>to

A party for alums of SIGMA
PHI EPSILON will he followed
by a dance at the house after the
game.
Brothers of SIGMA Ni] will
have an open house at 3 p.m..
after which they will attend the
parade. A dinner and dance at
the Kerosene Club for alumni
will follow. Buses will he prsided to take alums to the dance
after the game.

Grad Prexy
Heads SC
Tax Group

VALLEY FAIR, 2801 STEVENS CREEK ROAD, SAN JOSE

Brake Work
Goodyear Tires

s

Girl’s Most Prized Asset
Her Figure, Poll Reveals

?May. Nov. It 1959
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Campus Shrubs
For Looking Only
By MELVA VOLLERSEN
h!. rot .-ring Tower Hulk.
palins shading benelies anti
flowers fringing walks just
begin to Ile-cribe some of Ole
,100 a riet ies of trees. ,.hi rubs.
deeoratis r plants and flowers
that grace the SJS campus.
But before you get an itchy
green thumb and take a fancy to
pick some of the campus posies
beware!
"We try to choose flowers that
aren’t too pleasant to pick,- explained Robert Alexander, supervisor of krounds. "We don’t lose
as many as we used to."
POISON OLEANDERS
Several years ago some oleanders planted at the Spartan City
housing area caused trouble. Some
of the children ate the flowers
and leaves and became sick.
Oleanders ire considered polsonons so the plants were removed, Mr. Alexander said.
Even plants become sick sometimes. One redwood tree on campus has been diseased for about
five years and plant specialists
haven’t come up with a cure.
Alexander estimated there are
about 400 varieties of plants growing on campus. An average of 100
plants are purchased each year to
replace older plants or for new
landscaping.
The new campus buildings are
landscaped by the Division of Architecture at Sacramento.

spring Is the buiiest season
for Mr. Alexander and Ms crew
of t.’1 groundsmen. After the
rains, pruning, weeding and
planting take place.
The ground equipment includes
two small tractors for the campus,
a farm tractor at the stadium, five
mowers and a road tiller. A power
I sweeper keeps one man busy
sweeping the sidewalks and parking lots every two days.
Another groundsman has a fulltime job emptying the outside
trash cans on campus.
The plants are fed and watered
regularly. Most of them are fertilized once a year while the athletic fields are fertilized three
times a year.
About 30 sprinkler systems
supply water to the campus foliage. Some of the new buildings
have automatic sprinkler systems operated by electric clocks
that turn on the water during
the night.
NO WORK DECREASE
The new buildings decrease the
ground space but they do not make
the ground crew’s work easier. "As
the campus is cut into smaller
areas, it makes it more complicated to take care of the little
patches," Mr. Alexander said.
Taking a short cut across the
grass may save time for a student,
but it is a problem for the grounds
department. It is one of the main
causes of lawn deterioration, according to Mr. Alexander.

WELCOME GRADS!
AND POLICE MAJORS!

ce.,A littijorm Co.
Rainwear
B2Its and Buckles
Badges

Holsters

Shoes

Clubs

Caps

Police Whistles

ce.piS littilopm Co.
401 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.
13 Blocks from Campus)

chime SLATE
EL RANCHO

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

’TEe Devil’s Disciple’

"North By Northwest"
.

"Ask Any Girl"
’P

’Diary of a High
School Bride’
’Ghost of Dragstrip
Hollow’

MAYFAIR
EXCLUSIVE ... FIRST
RUN IN THIS AREA

II HAPPENS
EVER!
IHEIRSON

-

TOWNE
"HE VO-I0 MUST DIE"

Clinic Counsels
’Disturbed’ Child
By DEANNE BOOMER

A clinic for emotionally
disturbed children is part of
the graduate training program or the Psychology Department.
Itt(ler the direction of Dr.
Ruth Tiedetnan, professor of

The children often have great
difficulty in making friends or doing well in *school studies. Some
are very withdrawn while others
are so overactive as to be disrup- the energy of the child elsewhere.
tive in a classroom situation.
Dr. Tiedeman has been on the
UNCOVER TROUBLE CAUSE college faculty since 1946. She
psychology, the clinic meets twice
The clinic helps to uncover the worked in children’s clinics for
a week to provide "play counselling" for children with emotiona’ cause of the problem and to direct many years before coming to SJS.
problems.
"These children are not mentally deficient," said Dr. Tiedeman.
emphatically. "In fact, we have a
! few who are gifted. They are children with emotional problems who
are recommended to us by school
7
psychologists.
"We provide a service between
the school psychologist and the
city child welfare clinics. We try
to prevent a child’s problems from
becoming serious enoukh to need
clinical assistance."
The children range in age from
five to 12 years. The clinic provides a "free play" situation in
which the child may do anything,
within reason, he wishes. Such
items as paint, clay, blocks, dolls
and "hobos," big plastic figures
IF YOU WANT YOUR STAY TO BE PLEASANT
which pop upright after being
AND COMFORTABLE, MAKE YOUR RESERpunched, are provided for the
Clinic’s children.
VATIONS NOW AT CITY -CENTER MOTEL.
’The program is similar to the
counselling service offered student A
at the college," said Dr. Tiedeman.
Free TVPhones in every room
1 -But instead of talking out their
Near campus and downtown area
j problems as adults can do, the children play them out."
Adequate parking space
GRADS STAFF CLINIC
Graduate students, enrolled in a
Motel
recently erected
two-year program leading to a
credential in school psychology,
staff the clinic. Each one supervises two to four children.
"Large school districts may
provide such a clinic themselves," commented Dr. Tiede wan. "We try to provide the
’Amp service for districts in the
,irea which cannot afford a clinic of their own."
South 2nd and Reed Sts.
CY 4-2995
While the children are playim.
the parents meet in conference,
with members of the psychology
faculty in order to understand
their childrens’ problems and learn
how they can help them at home.
The problem of each child in
the clinic is different. The program
might be rivalry with brothers and
sisters, extreme shyness or exr II it fc a it fri
if
. . .
treme extroversion. But in
cases, symptoms of emotions I
physical illness are beginqing
show, Dr. Tiedeman said.
These symptoms include 1,,,1
uetting, nightmares or

CITY -CENTER
MOTEL

#app9 liomecominf

PARK VIEW MOTEL

-TRIPLE DECEPTION"
Usual

P.CPS.

Loretta

YOUNG

!oho

FORSYTHE

plus L.

GAY THEATER
"FIVE PENNIES"
"SHANE"
A

1^

Lld’i

HURRY... Ends Sabel:ley

STUDIO
THEATER
TH E NEW SCREEN MUSICAL
BY.THE COMPOSNS OF
’ MY FAIR LADY

(upset stomach, dizziness, headaches) before school In the
mornings.

Welcome Spartan
Alumni

(Charge Accounts Welcomed)

PLUS

CLINIC HELPERSCleaning up the campus clinic for disabled
to r) Velma Corbett, Ron
students are these graduate students
Hartley and Jeanette M. Costa. The clinic is operated twice a
week by SJS graduate students under the direction of Dr. Ruth
Tiedeman, professor of psychology.

The lasting qualities men value
,nost in a woman are maturity and
i’s en temperament.
One student bashfully admitted,
1"The first thing I notice about a
girl is her figure, but it’s not benoose it’s more important. It’s
just that the figure is the first
thing that is seen when she’s
standing at a distance.
"It all depends on what she’s
doing and %%here she is for what
I first notice," another student
commented.
If she’s walking towards him,
he said he notices the face first.
"But if she’s walking away from
me, I’ll look at her from the waist
down."
He also . said that a Woman’s
hair is an attracting influence.
After being asked what he
first noticed, another student
said, "That could he a pretty
embararrassing question, but because I’m just normal, I would
say it was her figure."
He added that it should be the
typical male reaction, although a
lot may be afraid to admit it. Just
then a female walked past and he
became lost from the conversation.
"It doesn’t matter what I notice first because I was just
trapped," said a newly engaged
student, lie admitted that the most

’CROSBY REYNOLDS WAGNER
?:SAY ONE FOR ME"
no. 5,r3OE COLORS, Of LUXE 1
rs6
11.6.01l111 P1M10.0.0 SOLOOD

CASA
LINDA
MOTEL
1669 So. First St.

40 deluxe unitsfree TV
Room phoneshot water heat
Perfect sleeper mattress
Family units available

GIG!

From MGM
in Gorgeous
COLOR!

30 UNITS

6 blocks to Business Center

TVPHONES
GARAGES

1140 South 2nd St.
Cor. of Keyes St.

San Jose, California

PEPPER

A veteran said that he has a
lot of things that looks for in
a
woman.
"The sense of humor is pretty
important." Ile added that if she
Is chubby in the beginning. she
will tend to spread as Hine gm.,
on.
"She should be intelligent hut
doesn’t have to know how to cook
as long as she can keep my NI
warm at night."
He is also looking for a woman
who is kind, tender, understanding,
trusting ("when I go out with the
boys and come back with a collar
filled with lipstick") and one who
can be a good mother.
These demands may explain why
he’s still a bachelor at 28, but he
echoed the typical male student
comment: "I’ll never gie up
looking!"

WELCOME

The

friendly ’just like’ hcme’
atmosphere of

101 MOTEL
Close to college and
Fine restaurants nearby.
21

modern units

Television
All credit cards honored,

171 So. First St.
(U.S. 101 So .l
CY 3-6553

The place to stay
in San Jose ...

TREE
INN
22i2 So. First St.

60 comfortable units to
accomodate you.
Restaurants on premise.
TV and room phones.

SAN
JOSE
INN
1860 ALAMEDA
For Reservatier,

For Peseryations Call ...

CY 3-9361

CY 4-1480

Eat at Ed’s Coral

Room

Welcome cpaptato
TI’ ? Hot( Sainte Claire wishes the San in,
students,

alumni,

and

their fam:lies

a

Happy Homecoming.

HOTEL

SAINTE CLAIRE
SAN JOSE’S LARGEST AND FINEST

CY 7-5842
or

CY 7-5095
-111.1=M=Mfl

Home of the famous
"Lamp Post Corner" Restaurant
Rooms $6 and up.
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GRADS!

MARKET and SAN CARLOS STREETS

CY 5-3890
Starts Wed.
Nov. 11th

noticeable thing about a girl is
her legs.
Another said if a girl doesn’t
pass the "leg test," and the "face
test" he wouldn’t bother to look
any further.
Because of his age, which Is
28, another student said "third
finger left hand" Is the first
thing that he notices. If she’s
extra -special, the engagement
ring doesn’t mean too much to
hhn.
"Of course," he added, "how
she’s put together makes a lot
of difference."
Other things that are noticed
are the eyes, "because they’re usually looking right at me," and
"because they attract more than
anything else."
The more permanent factors
that a male seeks were enumerated by one who said there are
many: "A person who is able to
converse with you easily, one with
whom it is comfortable, to be with,
who shares your interests, who has
the elements of decency and has a
serious outlook on life and has
maturity."
The usual quallUes such as
truthfurness, frankness, ability
to communicate, were those
sought by another student.
"tier ability to stand by me
when I’m In trouble or when I
get mad and stomp around the
house is also important."
"I don’t like women who pretend
they know a kit about sports, because usually they don’t know anything about them and pretend they
do," said one married student.
Ire also said he seeks a liberal
mind and someone who is not a
gossip.
Another longer married student
claims, "there are no lasting qualities in a woman."

PLACES TO STAY *
WHILE IN SAN JOSE

Complete line cf police uniforms and
accessories.
Peerless Handcuffs
Thurnbsuffs

By JUDY WHITE
A recent campus poll
taken to find out what
first attracts the male of the
.pecies to the female showed
that the answer is her figure.
Surprised? Read on.

CYpress 5.2626
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SJS ’Granddaddy’
Of State Colleges

TAYLOR
By ROBERT
years ago
-e5
Niiirt
r-tate vidlege sysan enrollment of
tem liad
luting ladies and one
today about
yntk’Ii II
attend the
1100 students
colleges.
1.1
-tate’s
is the grandAnd San Jose State
.ackly of them all.
system began
The state college
Evening Nor.n 1862 when Minn’s
School. which had begun in
in 1857,
San Francisco basement
State Norbecame the California
institution moved
gal School. This
a San Jose in 1871.
When It began, the school had
and required
a $5 enrollment fee
a soul riot
its students to sign
stating that they would devote
their entire life to teaching.
Believing that San Francisco
was too boisterous an environment
for wholesome future teachers, the
school moved to San Jose’s Washington Square, a marshy, mosquitoridden area In the middle of town.
The first building, a three-story

-Sign of the Leader -
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Look for the A-1 Label
ibore the right side pocket
Smootialtont, tapered logs and
flopped back pockets. In a with!’
rklebtion of colors and fabrics.
Sizes 26 to 38, St 95 and $6.95.
tumor Tapers, sizes 4 to 18, 63.38
and $4.50.

At your favorite campus shop

Romanesque structure was de- of the San Francisco
Protestant
scribed as "spacious enough to ac- Orphanage near
the U.S. mint.
commodate all the pupils in the
San Francisco State expanded
state for a century to come." It to other
orphanage property,
burned to the ground in 1880. just rented other
facilities throughfour years after it was built.
out the city, and finally moved
The second building, of fireproof to 92 -acre campus near Lake
brick, was built in 1881. It was Merced in 19154. Enrollment Is
destroyed in the 1906 earthquake. now 11,793.
The school was housed in redwood
In 1929 came the California
shacks until the present Tower entire school (in its former Great
Building was completed in 1910. Maritime Academy, now classified
California Polytechnic School as a state college but controlled by
opened as a state vocational high Its own board appointed by the
school in 1903. It began on a governor.
TAKE WORLD CRUISE
2850 -acre campus in San Luis
In 1933, in the depression, the
obispo-now Cal Poly has more
than 6000 students on two sou- Lakes freighter, the "California
State") went on an around -thethern California campuses.
Santa Barbara was short-lived world cruise. The school moved
as a state college. Founded in 1909, from one berth to another in San
It became a part of the University Francisco Bay during the war,
and turned to its present quarters
of California in 1942.
on Morrow Cove outside Vallejo
In 1913, three years after San
in 1943. Enrollment is now just
Jose State moved into its "new"
over 200.
building, Humboldt State was esNo more new state colleges were
tablished in Arcata, on the northcreated until 1947, when Sacraern California coast. Humboldt is
mento State and Los Angeles State
now one of the smallest state colCollege of Applied Arts and Scileges, with an enrollment of less
ences were formed.
than 2000.
Los Angeles State began at
Fresno State began in 1911 in
Los Angeles City College with a
the building of Fresno Junior Colstaff of 27 part time instructors.
lege, the first junior college in Its
first graduating class had
California. Fresno started with 170 only seven
students, but now the
students and a faculty of 13: now school
holds nearly 14,000 stuthe college has nearly 600 students.
dents.
The 1920s and ’304 saw many
Sacramento State also began in
changes in the state college sys- a junior
college. It moved to its
tem. In 1921 the Legislature new campus
on the American
changed the "normal schools" River in 1953.
to "teachers colleges," and in
OPENS IN APARTMENT
1923 the two-year course for eleLong Beach State opened its
mentary teacher’s credentials
doors in 1949 in an apartment
was lengthened to two and a
halt years. This was changed to house that was still under construction. The president’s office
three years in 1927.
was in a bedroom. The college
The schools became "state colmoved to a 320-acre campus furnleges" in 1935 when the Legislaished by the city of Long Beach in
ture also authorized courses for
1952, and permanent buildings
students in other fields than teachwere begun in 1953. Enrollment is
er education.
now nearly 10,000-including stuDuring this period other state
dents at a branch in Santa Ana.
colleges were created.
The San Fernando Valley camA southern branch of the State
pus of Los Angeles State became
Normal School opened in Los AnSan Fernando Valley State Colgeles in 1882. This operated until
lege in 1958. Enrollment there is
1919, when UCLA was established
now 4684.
on its site.
In 1917 Alameda County State
Chico State began as the North
College began in Hayward. Dr.
Branch Normal School In 11489
Fred H. Harcleroad, former dean
on an eight-acre plot donated by
of the college at San Jose, was
Gen. John Bidwell, founder II f
named president.
the town in northern SacramenClasses at the new college are
to county. Its first class of 15
held in a wing of one Hayward
graduated in 1891. Today Chico
high school, and administrative
has an enrollment of nearb 3300.
, offices are in another high school.
San Diego State was created in
Orange county State College,
1897, when it took temporary quarters on the second floor of a now instructing 460 students, was
downtown building. After its third established by the Legislature in
year, the school’s enrollment was 1957.
NEWEST ADDITION
225. It moved to another building
And now Stanislaus County
and then to a 125 -acre site in 1931
San Diego State now has an en- State College is planned for Modesto.
rollment of 10,172.
The proposed budget for all state
S.F. STATE BEGINS 1899
San Francisco State began in colleges next year will be nearly
, 1899 on the southern slope of Nub 70 million dollars. San Jose State
Hill, just two blocks from Dupont alone has asked for an amount
’ street (now Grant Avenue), then greater that the total state colcenter of the city’s red light dis- lege budget 10 years ago.
California’s state colleges, which
trict.
When the school was complete- had only six students 97 years ago,
ly destroyed in the great fire and expect 285,000 in 10 years-just a
earthquake of 1906, classes were few less than the entire population
held temporarily in Oakland. Next of Wyoming.
the school moved to the old chapel

LEBANON

Continental Restaurant
MEXICAN
LEBANESE
and AMERICAN FOODS
. . ("Vilna!
Our Sr’
SHISH-KA-BAB
Call CY 5-9519 for Reservations
We Cofer to Banquets, Pete. Parties
Special Rates to Organizations
1098 E. Santa Clara St.
Open Daily except Tuesday
Adrian Daniel, Managing -Owner

Import Duties Off
LONDON (UPI) -Britain abolished most of her restrictions on
imports this week in a move that
threw its domestic market wide
open to millions of dollars’ worth
of American products.
The government action left only
three major classifications of
North American’ exports still subject to quotas: watches, pharmaceutical products and tobacco manufactures.

One Stop Gas & Lubrication Service
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED... NEAR THE CENTER OF

Homecoming Activities

ST

Motor Tune-up
Lubrication
Wheel Aligning Car Washing
Tires -Batteries
Brake Service

asosso

1SPARTA \ D

Newspapers, Periodicals
In Journalism Library
By RON BATES

Few students on the cam pus other than students inning classes in the Journal
Building are aware of di,
journalism reference room in J104
The room, located on the second
floor opposite the Spartan Dail
office, contains reference boot: dealing primarily with journalism
Including "Who’s Who in Amer.
ica," "The Writer’s Market." "The
Law for Advertising and Market
ing," and many others.
The library receives the latest
papers from surrounding Comm,:

A-1 Auto Insurance

Pay as you De;ve
Special Rates for
Married Stud,?nt-,

Phone CH 3-6114
Day or Night

KEROSENE
CLUB

"C" STANDS FOR CHOIR -The A Cappella Choir, performing
under the direction of William Erlendson, professor of music,
meets every Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
The choir presents a program of music to the student body each
spring.

A Cappella Choir
Works, Has Fun

hales aria t11,111 Llie major caws of
the country

365 E. JULIAN
proudly presents

SMOTHERS BROTHERS
S.J.S.’s own contribution to the folk singing world. Direct from appearances at S.F.’s PURPLE ONION and
the Shelley Marine Concert.

for the first concert of the San
I Jose Civic Symphony season.
The group often sings for variSUNDAY NIGHT ONLY
ous civic clubs, not only in San
Jose, but also In San Francisco.
also
They present an annual concert
in the winter, usually toward the
end of February or beginning of
March. They also sing for the
Popular dance band and novelty song
Members of the A Cappella Choir. spring Baccalaureate and for the
February graduation.
The singing organization was orgroup. Featured a t Bimbo’s and HarThe repertory of the choirganized in 1931 by William Erlendson, professor of music and its ranges from the 15th and 16th
rah’s Club.
century music of such composers
present director.
as de Lassus and Palestrina
To be a member of the group,
through Bach and 1.3eethoven to
Entertainment nightly featuring your favorite
a student must have good singing
modern compositions by Milhaud,
ability and must read music well.
dance bands and folk singers
Vaughan Williams, Healey Withal
The A Cappella Choir draws most
of its membership from the Music.
Department -both majors and minors in music -but a few student from other departments participate each year.
REBUILT
GENERATORS
The group rehearses an hour
Brake Shoes
Rebu!’t by factory vu Regulators
and a half a day, three days a
PER
SET
3atip
penis. Top.ig
184
exch.
week. All music is memorized
Re bulq
most quality.
Best quality, heavy
and if it is not memorized on
ALL CARS
antd
friction.
dual
duty,
the date due, Mr. Erlendson said
Have power for a
he uses a system called "quarreal fast stop!
tets."
Master Cylinders
The "quartets" consist of foiu
Rebuilt Fuel Pumps Top quality rebuilt by experts. Complete
Pumps
Water
Rebuilt
people, one of each part, sopran..
ready to be installed.
Guaranteed factory rebuilt by
experts.
Factory rebuilt, tested and proved on
alto, tenor and bass. Each quartiI
of
cars.
Pressure
tested
makes
many
DOUBLE ACTION
sings individually and anyone W}1,
up, exch.
and we guarantee.
Reg. 8.95-now
does not know the music is imm,We
also
diately "found out." Although h,.
AUTO SUPPLY
have them for Cadillacs.
seldom uses this method, Mr. Er
3rd and San Salvador
SINGLE ACTION
Chryslers, Hudsons and
lendson said he keeps it as a
reg. 3.95-now
Nash cars. Savings of
Frst Nat Bank
CYpress 2-3567
terces’
$5 to 815.
weapon."
Open Thurs. til 9 p.m.
exci,
The choir traditionally sings
By DEANNE BOOMER

Every Monday, Wedne,tla
and Friday at 3:30 p.m.. a
group of dedicated studentather on the stage of the
Music Building concert hall
for another afternoon of
hard work and fun. They’re

AL BUCKLEY TRIO

HIGH QUALITY AUTO REPLACEMENT PARTS
b,441,-

exchee2.98

9.95

3 95

4.79.,ch.

re.4

URZI’S

1.98

OF ALL THE
TEAMS
IN THE WEST

7

THE SPARTAN ELEVEN
EATS THE BEST
AT THE

CANON
SUPREMO
frISOI/NE

All Auto Accessories

-2626

Friday Nov. 6, 1959

SPARTAN PARKING CENTER
ACROSS FROM LIBRARY ON FOURTH STREET

SPARTAN CAFETERIA
BEAT

WYOMING

IMII11.11111111‘

/115APARTAN DAn.y

!Many, Nov. R. 19!VI

Busy Bobby Darin
Relates Fame Climb

Skindiving
Course Here
First in U.S.

..10, lie just "sings
aD
one.
develops
When i
her
of a director. n
By JOHN HOPKINS
I his own style, he will have more the songs as I feel they should
"... and take six laps using
he sung.
appeal," he said.
"A popular singer must con- the dolphin kick.- Coach
He said Avalon is a polished per former who is a cinch to "make stantly prove himself in today’s Bob Titchenal’s instructions
media," explained the happy-go- echoed
the grade in a big way."
across the Men’s
Darin has now had the same lucky entertainer. "Once the name
Gymnasium swimming pool.
able- is fortotten, it takes a long time
experience UN other y
Twenty be -goggled membig idolsthat of !lasing hys- to regain lost fame," he said.
ha%iug teriyaki girls tearing at his
lle was tired.
Darin said he has yet to reach bers of the skin diving class
come in front Salt Lake City. One 00111.N. It happened to Darin In his highest hope. He has wanted to adjusted plastic tubes in their
more show and then he was on hi-. Montgomery, Alabama, the first be an actor all his life. "An ac- mouths, slipped Into the water and
way to Los Angeles. This is typical time.
complished actor with an ability moved briskly down the pool usof the life the young entertainer
He said at first he really liked all my own is still my fondest ing an odd, coordinated wiggle
has been living for the past 18 lit because it "was a sure sign of dream," he declared.
called the "dolphin kick."
months. ,
This dresun will soon hecome
I my popularity." But he said he
SJS was the first school to teach
He attended Hunter’s College in now realizes it could be very den - a reality as Darin has signed a skin diving, Cbach Titchenal, a
his home state. New York, but the I genius and is a .little wary of his million dollar contract with skin diving hobbyist since 1927,
Partunount Pictures. The con- said. The course was started three
college grind wasn’t his forte and I raving female followers.
was discovered by Decca Records,
"Dream Lover" became the sec- tract culls for seven pictures In years ago.
Darin’s first job was as a song I and million seller for Darin, and seven years.
At the poolside, the coach told
The young singer said he still a member of the all -male class
writer but fate had willed it that it was closely followed in March
club
night
his
continue
still
-popular
to
plans
of
this
year
by
the
a
singer,
he should rise to fame as
to blow air out through his nose
Seven recordings changed his job "Mack the Knife," one selection work so he won’t "lose contact teo equalize ’treasure in the ears
album,
"That’s
with
people."
from
his
top-selling
- and his mind.
and relieve some of the pressure
Darin has dedicated his life to on the face mask.
ne"11(1
.llA
But the road to %am swas
has
and
world
entertainment
the
AWARD
RECORDS
5
MIL
LION
easy climb. Darin said his first
"We’ve had coed classes in the
Recently Bobby received an the highest intentions of capitalseven waxings were none too
past," Mr. Titchenal, also head
far,
his
his
talents.
Thus
izing
on
more
than
five
selling
for
h
successful. Then one day "Splisaward
football coach, said. "And girls
Splash" poured over the radio "million -seller" records in a year. career has gone in a straight line, seemed to enjoy skin diving." For
top.
heading
toward
the
always
his
all
Darin
says
his
style
is
speakersand Bobby Darin was
some reason, none enrolled in the
own. People have clahned it is The day he can be completely
on his way!
this semester.
reminiscent of Frank Sinatra, satisfied with himself will be the course
Dick
was
the
next
stop
His
In the pool, 20 pairs of swimTony Martin, Dean Martin and day that line reaches its zenith,
three
days
Within
Clark Show.
ming flippers, churning up more
other nano. stars an rotted into lie philosophized.
over 50,000 copies of the song had _
water than a score of agitator
been sold.
washing machines, made a sound
"The most important factor in
comparable to Niagara Falls.
the success of a new vocalist is
The class is taught so that the
to keep himself in the eyes of the
students may become instructpublic," Darin explained.
ora, the blond-haired coach exKEEPS BEFORE PUBLIC
plained. "Emphasis is on underThus, once the public knew of
water diving diseases, safety
proplan
step-by-step
it
years,By PHIL NEWSOM
the young singing sensation, he
rules and development of baste
posed by British Foreign Minister
UPI
couldn’t let them forget jt. Eight
skills," he said.
others.
several
Lloyd
and
In recent weeks, and to the ex- Selwyn
months of "one night stands" and
Limited to 20 persons each, the
Finally, in the spring it is exclusion of almost all else, Soviet
living out of a suitcase followed
pected that the United States, 10:30 and 11:30 Tuesday -Thursday
away
hammered
has
propaganda
new
peoa new town every night,
Britain, France and Russia will morning classes have progressed
ple to sing for, new S11114S to sing. at the theme of world disarmameet at the Summit for further to using snorkel tubes now. The
ment.
An occasional one-night apreal McCoy, SCUBA (self-containdisarmament discussions.
Less obvious,thut there for the
pearance is now the exception
Generally unnoticed but clearly ed underwater breathing apparathe .lender songman looking, are the Russian "gim- defined by Soviet Foreign Minister tusi diving, is reserved for the last
ille111111S0
can demand long runs at such micks" which seem certain to Andrei Gromyko at the closing 7-8 weeks of the course. To cut
swank nitrides as Las Vegas’ doom future efforts toward dis- session of the Supreme Soviet in costs, students may make their
Sands hotel and liarrah’s Club armament to the failure of all Moscow was this gimmick:
own rubber suits and rent comh
Ile is current- , such in the last 15 years.
near Lake Taoe,
"Control must correspond to the pressed air.
In the coming months there will extent and stage of disarmament."
ly arranging an appearance, at
The one-unit course requires a
the Venetian Boom of the Fair- I be no less than three separate
In other words to the West: bit more work and time than most
l international conferences with "Lay down your arms first, and gym classes, Coach Titclienal said,
mont Hotel in San Franciawo.
After "Splish Splash," Darin re- disarmament as a common topic. then we will let you see that we including one or two field trips to
corded "Early in the Morning," One already is at work in Geneva. also have laid down ours."
I Monterey or Santa Cruz.
"Plane Jane" and "Queen of the It is the meeting of U.S., British
Hop." They didn’t quite hit the !and Soviet representatives seeking
million mark but they did serve agreement on a ban against no notice to the public that Bobby ’clear weapons tests.
Early next year a 10 -nation
Darin was still around.
United Nations committee will
FABIAN ’BABE IN ARMS’
Darin said he has formed friend- Imeet in Geneva to consider a bunships with other young singers who dle of disarmament proposals, inliterally rose to the top overnight chiding Soviet Premier Nikita
- Fabian and Frankie Avalon. Khrushchev’s proposal for "total
"Fabian is like a babe in the arms and general disarmament in four
By DAN MAILOW
Between shows at Tropi.
Nina Village recently. Itiibby
cry confident and a!
Hurst cocky in his altitude. sal
smoking in lii- makeshill
.
dressing r

Reds to Disarm

Students Solve M plus 1
In Photo Lab, Not Math
By JUDY WHITE

Nil plus one, a problem
%% Welt is concerned with the
image distance times the subject distance, is familiar to
all students who lune taken
photography.
The number of students
taking photography here is
larger than at any other state
college, regardless of size, Morten
Boss, assistant professor of photography, said, The number of students taking basic photography
each semester is 200.
Most of the students taking photography here don’t necessarily
want to become professionals.
Some take it because it is required for their major, but most
take it to fulfill their physical science requirement and learn something useful at the same time.
Some students of photography
have turned professional. In fact,
most of the local photographers
in this area have taken courses
here.
The three courses offered are
basic photography, 1A, in, a continuation of the first course, and
special problems, in which students select a phase of the field.
There is no major in photography offered at State yet, although students may graduate
with a liberal arts degree with a
background in photography. A major in journalism with photography
emphasis is also offered.
New quarters are planned for
the department in the new Silence Building, which Is still in
the planning stages.

The first photo lab at State
was started about 30 years ago.
The first and only photography
Instructor at that time is still in
this area. Dr. Oscar Brauer, professor of chemistry and physics,
emeritus, taught Mtn) 1933,
Through the years students
have continued to make the
same type of mistakes.
One student became used to developing pictures in the dark room

with all the lights ()ff. lie
ca1,.
in after taking outdoor shots
arid
was unloading his film
Upon opening his eyes, he holder.
disos.
ered the lights were all on
in the
darkroom.
Some student always
manages
to spend a long time adjusting
ha
camera and then, after taking
ale
picture, finds out that lie
forgot
to remove the slide from the
film
holder to expose the film

Noted Spartan Alumni
In Music, Govt., Sports
The list of famous
graduates continues
including some
who are winning
fame.

Spartan
to grow
alumni
national

Among this list of more
prominent alumni is Gaylord
Nelson ’39, a social science graduate who last year became the first
Democratic governor of wisconsince the early thirties,
In the entertainment world, Pat
Suzuki, star of the Broadway hit
show, "Flower Rrum Song," car-

ries with I. ’
SJS bachelii,
degree con I.-,e.el in 1951 Oth.
famed grads of the musical vv. r.
are Orchestra Leader Care.
Dragon and Opera Star Irene
lis and the jazz world’,
SJS’s contribution
scene includes Billy V
end of the San Francisco
and Ken Venturi, one if he na
lion’s top professional golfers.
Other prominent grads are stale
Assemblyman Bruce Allen quo,
Gatos), San Jose City Councilman
Robert Doerr, and Santa Clam
County Supervisor Ed Levin.

9 tov
receiving
flowers!
especially
’dim II? (’I, are

"A SENSATION!"
BIANC0111, N. Y. World tehi
1.

Irma

HUROK po.ssa

ballet
espanol

BAKMAS

ROBERTOIGLESIAS

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS
Bouquets
Corsages

company of 20
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
Thurs Eve., Nor. 12 at 830
- ,ale at Si C.. A
Office, CY 3-0252.
8-)
$3.60, $3.00 12.40,

1

CYpress 2-0462

10th and SANTA CLARA

ALUMNI...

sneak

Welcome to Another
Glorious Homecoming
Remember those good old days? Sure
you do! ... and to keep them close at
hand always, how about a souvenir from
another one of your old acquaintances?
... Spartan Book.
SJS

mugs

with initials or insignia

Flower vase with SJS inscribed

your
"Reg. Card"
down to.. GI

take 6 months to pay!
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

SJS stuffed animals

Spartan sweaters in blue or white

Men’s and women’s official SJS rings

Spartan Pennants
San Jose State wash and wear Cru-Cut jacket
Official SJS jacket with leather sleeves.
Little Spartan bibs, diapers and T-shirts

Men’s and women’s
Cufflinks
Lighters
Belt buckles

with SJS insignia
Watch bands
Neck pieces
Cosmetic Cases

jewelry

And Many Other College Remembrances

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"Right on Campus"
Aro

